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Interview with departing chancellor Poulton, page 4
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Senate struggles with
new budget requests
W01nen 's Ctr.· ISA denied :
questioned

Student Senators debated the SAF budgets Sunday night. (Carolyn Blackmar photo)

UNH: 'focal point for parties'
By Gerald Duffy
UNH's .. isolated setting in the
White Mountains" serves as .. a
focal point for some of the wildest
partying in New England,"
according to the 'Selective Guide
to Colleges,' recently published by
The New York Times.
The guide reviews the top 265
colleges in the nation, provides a
short essay on each and rates
schools according to social,
academic and 'quality of life'
categories.
Like restaurants, the colleges are
awarded between one and five
stars for each of the three
categories.
For its social life, UNH gets a
five-star rating, academics receives
three and 'quality of life' gets four
stars.
' ·
"A new administration is trying
to modify the school's fame for its
parties by tightening academic
GUIDE, page 9
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By Greg Flemming
The Student Senate Sunday ~
night told the 37-member
International Students Assoc-:
iation(ISA) it could not be a part
of the Student Activity Fee
Council(SAFC) and be funded on
a yearly basis.
Hy taking this action, the
Student Senate made it clear they
feel there is no room in SAFC for
small, special interest groups. The
current debate concerns a number
of student groups, including the
Women's Center and The
Commuter Advocate newspaper.
The ISA asked for about $4,000
from the Student Activity Fee--a
mandatory student fee which was
$38 this year and will probably go
up next year. With this money, the
group wants to sponsor two
speakers, two coffee houses, and
an '"international week." It also.
publishes a newsletter four times
during the y~ar and has regular
meetings to learn songs and dances
from different cultures.
"We represent a great deal of
people on this campus," said ISA
member Kristin Dalbec. While
there are only about 37 members,
ISA, page 8

Large street fight
occurs in Durham

.'••::::·:

STUDENTS

Women's hockey team avenges
a loss to Providence College
this weekend, page 24.

..·.: .. ~.~- .: · . ·..::::.~?
:•: :::::::-::

By David P. Foster
The Student Senate will take
another look this Sunday at the
Women's Center membership in
the Student Activity Fee Council
(SAFC).
Student Senator Melinda Rath ·
said she will propose that the
Senate rescind the Women's
Center concept for SAFC funding.
If approved by the Senate, Rath's
proposal will deny the Center the
$9,450 it has budgeted for next
year and take away the group's
reptesentation in SAFC.
"They are discriminating against
men," Rath said.
"Just look at the name-Women's Center. Why not a Men's
Center? I · think they are dealing
with a narrow interest. They are
dealing with just women's issues
and the feminist movement," Rath
said.
In December, the Student
Senate approved the Women's
Center's concept in a unanimous
vote. Rath said many senators
voted "hastily" then, in response to
a well-prepared presentation by
members of the Center.
"They applauded us after_ the

SAFC funds

By Deidre Wilson
Durham police arrested two
Dover residents early Sunday
morning in connection with a large
street fight on the Jacobs Court
area off Main Street, in Durham.
The disturbance occurrred at

I :20 a.m. and was the result of a
"verbal altercation," according to
Lieutenant Donald Vittum of the
Durham Police Department.
Vittum said 75 to 100 people
were at the scene and that the
disturbance required nine police
officers from Durham and UNH
security to calm the violence.
Vittum also said he knew of no
injuries resulting from the
disturbance.
Marc Bourque, 21, and Albert
Morancy, 19, both of Dover, were
arrested and charged with
disorderly conduct. Neither are
UNH students.
According to Vittum, the
disturban<;e originated with a
disagreement between the two men
over a female.
"First it was over a female, then
it was over the disagreement
itself," Vittum said.
Eyewitnesses to the disturbance
said the fight took place outside of
the Franklin Ballroom.
Sub Stop employee Lori Karksy
said she said "a bunch of little
fights." Karsky said, "There was an
ambulance there, and I saw one
guy who was pretty messed up in
one eye. And there were tons of
people."
UNH student Paul McKeon,
who lives in an apartment behind
Sub Stop, said he had just let his
dog out when he noticed the
disturbance.

A student aims before a shot at this weekend's Region I Association-of College Unions-International Games
RIOT, page 14
Tournament. See story, page 2. ,(Tim Skeer photo)
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Anti-A lcohol progra m started
By Mary Doyle
of a persons life and we stress
The Education Center, in the
that." Stowe said.
basement of Hood House, has
The program is funded through
begun a full scale preventive
a combination of the mandatory
alcohol program.
student health fee and University
Li1 McDonald, H e alth
funds, as it is part of Health
Educator and initiator of the
Services.
program said , "The program
Thirty nine students attended
objective is to educate people
the Feb. 9 organizational meeting
a bout alcohol so they can be
or volunteered for the positions of
responsible in their choices. They · peer educators. Peer educators,
must understand , to have control
most gaining credit through
over alcohol and not alcohol over
Independent ·Study, conduct the
them ."
workshops within the University
Linda Stowe, Health Educator and the community . Peer
at the center said, "the hard part is educators are part of the groups, so
to change values about alcohol."
other students "really get into the
Center workshops will
process," said McDonald .
coordinat e alcohol and other
The first training session for the
aspects such as violence, family peer educators, also on Feb . 9,
and relationships .
introduced them to the group
"Alcohol aff~cts a lot of aspects process and leadership skills.

Times writer makes up story
./

CA1:,PE,Spain-- After being confronted by a New York Times
magazme editor a.nd two correspondents, Christopher Jones, a 24
year. ol? American freelance write!, admitted last Sunday to
fabncatmg a story he wrote for the Times.
The story, was about the author's supposed month long stay with
the Khmer Rouge guerrillas in Cambodia, was written by Jones
without him ever leaving Spain.
Jones was found hiding in the Mediterranean resort of Calpe last
Friday night.
·

·nATIONAL
Plane crash kills one
SCITUATE. Rhode Island-- A Pitgrim Airlines plane crashed
and bur?ied on a fro,cn reservoir in Scituate.RI Sunday. resulting in
one person killed and 11 injured.
The plane. bound from New York City to Boston. caught fire in
the cockpit. The two pilots braved the fire, getting critically burned
in the process to make the crash landing.

Watt makes surprising charige

Group
to fight
cutback s

WASHINGTON-- In a surprising change from his 1981 stance,
Interior Secretary James Watt said Sunday that he will ask Congress
this week to pass a bill forbiding mining and drilling in American
wilderness until the end of the century .
Watt's statement, which came on NBC\ TV's "Meet the Prcss, "is
seen as a reversal of the Administration's position on environmental
development.

LOCAL
Sidore lecture is cancelled
DURHAM-- A lecture by William Rusher. publisher of The
National Review. scheduled for today at UN H has been cancelled.
The next Sid ore lecturer will be Daniel Ford. executive director of
the Union of Concerned Scientists. who will discuss "Defusing the
Nuclear Energy Time Bomb" March 23 at the Manchester Institute
of the Arts and ·Sciences.
The final Sidon: lecturer of the year will be Ian Smith former
prime minister of Rhodesia. April 1.

Two happy contestants of the regional ACUI tourney held in Durham

this weekend. UNH students Ed Flynn (right) and Ken Fornal took

Business directory is offered ·

first and second respectively in the backgammon competition. (Henri
Barber photo)

DUR ti AM-- The 1982 u pda tc of l he Di rec wry o/J,Vo111m 01rned
Busine~•.s in New Hampshire. which can be used by many
·t>rgani1ations and groups including financial institutions. is now
available from the !\cw Hampshire Small Business Dc,clopmcnt
Program.
·
The 144 nal!e directory can be bought for $5.50 by sending a check
payable to the University System of New Hampshire to the Small
Business Development Program . Rm. 110 McConnell Hall.
Durham. l\'H.

Kari-V ans run early

Timber harvest is demonstrat ed
DURHAM-- Th e University of !\cw Hampshire\ Woodlands
Committee. in conjunction with the Coopc rati, c Extension Sen ice
is conducting a public demonstration of three recentl y hancstcd
timbe r stands in Durham on Saturday. Feb . nth from 9 a .m . til ~
p .m.
A brief talk and slide presentation \\ ill beg in at 9 a .m .. Room JOJ.
James Hall and the field tour\\ ill hcgin at 10: 15 a . m .. departing from
the parking area on Hemlock W a y, just oil Mill Road.
I.ate-comers should follow the West Foss Fa rm woods road
adjacent to the railroad tra c ks . to the first sale area .
"cross country skis or sno\\ sh oes arc reco mmended . Dress for the
· weather and bring a lunch. For further information . call the UI\ H
Woodlands office . 862-1020.

Peer educator Jean Salera was
also President of the regional
Bacchus program last year.
"Bacchus is more of an
alternative to drinking . This
program is educational,"Salera
said .
The education is inte nded to
·make people aware of the effects of
alcohol and to be fun, Salera
added.
'-'We want · to stimulate
discussion and have everyone have
a good time doing it." she said.
Salera last year coorin_ated a
state-wide conference, "Alcohol
Drug · Use: Impact on the
Individual Family and Community ." Her experience has led to
workshops in this program such as
~• Happy hour in your love life ."
Salera views her current project as
a "chance to gel practical
experience that will help ( her) get a
job."
.
The program was effective last
year on a small scale. but
McDonald said, "There has been
an added perceived need from the
University and students." Thirteen
workshops have been scheduled
this academic year and McDonald
expects more.

..

By Mary Ellersick
Kari-Yan buses ran at least four
minutes early on their 7 a .m. runs
yesterday. lca,ing numerous
students waiting for buses that had
already gone hy .
The problem occurred when an
"incorn:cl readjustment" of clocks
in the Kari-Van office took place
after a powe r outage early
yestcrda) morning. acco rding lo
Ka ri-Yan supervisor Hill Puller.
Puller said · there was an
electricity outage hct\\ccn 6:00 and

6:20

a.m . and the crroi- was
discmcred at about 7:JO. At this
time. dispatchers informed drivers
of the correct time .
Howe,cr. it was too late for
students relying on buses that ldt
l ll\'H bcforc7 :JO .
Earl\' runs to all ri\C towns
sen iced wnc affected by the error.
Puller said it was impossible to
send out follo\\-up buses for the
stranded students because the
KARIV AN, page 7
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By Barbara Norris
The New England Hoard of
Higher Education r~cent!Y
formed a crisis group designed to •
take an acti,·e role in lobbying
against President Reagan's
financial aid cuts .
UNH Presi.dent E,elyn
Handler. and Brother Joachim
Froelich of St Anselm's college
have been named to represent New
Hampshire on the panel.
According to Paul Oowd. St.
An~elm\ public relations director. ··
19,000 New Hampshire students
arc assisted by financial aid.This
figure will be reduced to 9,000
students if the cuts pass. he said.
Dowd said the cuts will force
students out of education entirely
or will force them into colleges that
don't suit their needs .
"Since 1958 there has been a
stead\' commitment on the part of
the gm·ernmcnl and colleges to
assure an opportunity for students
to pursue higher education." said
Dowd ."The Reagan administration will dismantle and 1-c,ersc this
commitment.
"We want to speak for highe r education as a group . " said
Froelich ·. "Fi 11ancial aid shouldn't
he considered as a urnsu1-i1ption or
funds . hut an im est rncnt or funds ."
Froelich said students arc
apathetic about cutbacks and
don't reali,e ho\\ much these cut:-.
will atkct them . Students. parents.
and facult\' must show concern
m ·ci: the i~sue and let le!!islators
know l~o\\ the\' !'eel. he s ..~id .
"II' the taxpayers don't get in
touch with their rcprcscntati,cs,
Reagan \\ ill tear the guts out of
c,cn·thin!! \\c\e huilt." said
Do\\·d.
~
" I am supporti,e of anything
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increase the p~os-.ihility or making
Row often haV:t you tried a rccommL' tHlations on student
yid~o. game ~pending att your toos.e financial aid contra!"\ , to the
~

Weather

cUITL'tH admini:-.tration< position .··
-.a id President Ila nd ler .
"I am ,, or king to hring my
concerns as \\ell as the concerns or
this campus to the attention or
memhers or L'Ol1!!rCs', \\ ho arc
Ii s l C 11 ill g, pa rl i L' ;I Ia r Iy t O l h C

WEATH E R--To da,· \\ ill he sunm· ,, ith a mixture of clouds a Ion!!
with highs in the JO\ ,-accordin g to ihc l\ational Weather Sen ice i~1
Concord .
Tonight will he cloudy and cold. \\ith lo\\sarou11d 15 . ·1omorro\\.
there\ a chance of sno\\ in the al'ternoon. with highs near rr,·r ,j., _~,
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Academic calendar
has lengthy debate

UNH juniors Jeff Friedrich and Chris A very of Hetzel Hall have one of the best looking rooms on ~ampus.
·
·
(Tim Skeer photo)

They have adorned their rooms
By Sheri Francis
Many students dread living in a
dorm-room. These lifeless rooms
of bed, lesk and bureau drive them
·
to leave this life-style.
But there are those few students
who convert their cloned dorm
rooms to their original tastes.
They have adorned their abodes
with such items as bars, waterbeds,
aquariums, old fashioned Coke
machines, shag carpets, couches
and even a light-up fireplace.
For instance, on the eighth floor
of Williamson, hides one of the·
most precise, dust proof, and
ordered rooms on campus. One
which even Felix Unger, the Odd
Couple'sfinickyroommate,would
envy.
Scott Lincoln and Phil Mason,
both UNH sophomores, reside in
this uncluttered masterpiece in
which everything seems to have its
place.
••He's like Felix," says Mason,
••and I'm sort of ~i~e Oscar."

carpet, couch and two coffee have it any other way.
It seems that every unique room
tables.
One of the tables is home-made on campus has its own personal
while the other is an orange crate touch.
For example, memorabilia lies
with blue towels draped over. On
top, perfectly fanned, are issues of throughout the room of freshman
Sports Illustrated, Life, Air Force, Jon Bennett and sophomore
Science Digest, and every issue of Roger Page.
Located on the fourth floor of
the New Hampshire.
The rules are strict if you want to Christenson Hall, these two men-nickpamed Nick and Nack--have a
enter the Lincoln/ Mason room.
"We don't allow smoking or tale about their' Coke machine,
bottle caps in the room,,; Mason coffee table, painted picture of
people skating, and just about
said.
•·we both bang (wipe) our feet every other ••nick nack" in their
on lower floors, too," Lincoln room.
For example, their Coke
adds.
Dirty clothes and other · . machine turned refrigerator was
miscellaneous mess--which swiped from Roger's hometown
stereotypes the average male fire station along with .his clambox
room--are concealed by a concise ••coffee table."
••some people come in here and
shelving system and draping
don't realize it's a refrigerator. We
curtain. ..
Everything has its faults, wouldn't have it in here unless it
however, to include this room. The had a purpose," Bennett says.
Their room is cluttered with a
couch once lost its usefulness when
four component sJ~reo, six
t~~ Lincoln's family' ~og took_ a

smile.
The Lincoln and Mason
household is divided into two
· rooms--living room and bedroom.
By far the dominant of the two,
the men's living room has a
Ii pot less blue-green shag-like

••our dachshund had dermatitis.
It used to be her couch," Lincoln
says.
••You .never told ~e about the
dog,•: Mason quickly replies.
It doesn't matter though, the
odor is gone. and the two wouldn't

By Einar Sunde
A proposal to allow fall classes
to begin before Labor Day was
,discussed, but not voted on, in a
meeting of the Academic Senate
last night.
The proposed guidelines for a
new academic calendar include the
present 14-week length for the fall
semester--not a 15-week term as
suggested by Associate Professor
of Education Ellen Corcoran and
other members of the Academic
Senate earlier this month.
Although several members of
the senate support the longer
semester because of its educational
benefits, senators such as Assistant
Professor of English David
Watters said the schedule would
present problems.
"That full month of August is
very important to those of us who
must travel to do research," he
said-.
Watters said a 15-week fall
semester would have to begin as
early as August 20 in order to end
at least two days before Christmas.
Student senators at the meeting
also argued against beginning
classes before Labor Day, saying
that many students with summer
jobs, especially in the resort
industry, do not end until Labor
Day.
The senate voted to recommend

that the spring semester remain at
the current 15-week length.
As it stands now, the proposed
guidelines for the fall semester are,
in order of priority:
- There be 14 weeks of classes,
with an equal number of Mondays,
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays.
- Classes and exams end before
Christmas.
- No classes be sched0led on
Saturday.
- Thanksgiving holidays on the
fourth Thursday and Friday of
November.
- Five exam days be scheduled .
- Two reading days be
scheduled, excluding Saturday
and Sunday.
- Final exams end at least two
days before Christmas.
The original proposal also
included an eighth priority--that a
"long weekend break be scheduled
in October"--but that guideline
was voted down.
Vice President of Academic
Affairs Gordon Haaland
suggested that the 15-week
semester could be adopted if final
·
exams were held in January.
The change would "return
integrity to the final examination
system," Haaland said. Under his

CALENDAR, page 7

Handler purchases
new dining room set
By Susan Swenson
President Evelyn Handler has
recentlypurchaseda$17thousand
dining room set for entertaining
purposes, according to Frank
Bachich, vice president for
Financial Affairs and Administration.
The previous dining room set
did not meet the President's needs
because of inadequate seating, said

furnishings including dishes," he
said.
Bachich said this was •·not
taxpayer's money and no other
d.onations were used."
The President's house has riot
'been maintained properly for
many years previous to Handler's
occupancy, Bachich said. Roof
repair, electrical and plumbing
were neglected~ and it ~as rarely

tapes, an architect's model of a previous seated
building, at least three huge previous set's ••chairs were not
tapestries, a fish tank, and matching," said Bachich.
.
countless other artifacts.
l ~e funds to pay for this new
•·1 never considered this as being
- furniture come from donations
ROOMS
made ~y ··a_lum,nu~ and friends of
'page 19
·
the University.' said Bachich.
··'.he money was specifically
designated for public area

the University to include alumni,
legislators and businesses who
donate or benefit rhe University,
he said .
President Handler's home
delivers a "nice atmosphere, a
subdued, warm feeling- not
ostentatious, not brassy", Bachich
said.

;hii;th-~-___l)S)f i.~Qc}~~i~:~~·~~t5i;~51P~esident
.--m~fnl!..Snri~~tii~ilef~ia/~fff~-·~--~~~1~&{{iJ}:-·~-~-l!~.~~-~-!1-d,. J.~!~ -~t~---i~}~\W!1vF-Ar1i~t~~1;-!~1?tl-!~r1~--~_Ba_;~~~~-; -;;t-;iff8 to;~;a2
to entertain people associated with
10 guests. The

Cassidy guilty of ,
check theft .charge
A former part-time University
of New Hampshire employee has
been found guilty of stealing I, 100
checks from the computer services
office at .the University.
Theresa Ann Cassidy, 19, of
Portsmouth, was found guilty of
theft by unauthorized taking by
'Durham District Court Judge
William H. Sha heen last Friday.
The checks were reported
miss ing la st October, when
Cassidy was employed at the
Computer Services cente r iry
Kingsbury Hall.
She was arrested by Portsmouth
Police Jan. 9 on charges -of passing
·one of the missing checks.
A Strafford County S~perior
Court jury acquitted Cassidy of the
forgery charge two weeks ago on
the basis of insufficient evidence.
Last week, however, whe was
found guilty of the theft charge, a

misdemeanor punishable by a fine

~

, _,.

{

Sophomore Xochi Blymyer and senior Sheila Morris of McLaughlin Hall have their walls plastered with
.
posters. (Tim Skeer photo)

of up to $1,000 and a year in jail.
Prosecuting Attorney Thomas
Dunnington pr9duced evidence
linking Cassidy to the forged check
for $363.51. cashed at the First
National Bank of Rochester on

Oct. 10.
Dunnington entered as evidence ,
a photograph of Cassidy taken at
the drive-in window of the
Rochester bank .
Portsmouth Police Oetective
Craig Miller, a11 acquaintance _pf
Cassidy for four years, positively
identified the photograph. ·
Judge ·Shaheen based his guilty
ve rdict on the fact that there was
opportunity for Cassidy to steal
the checks, and that ••within a very
short time after the checks were
mi ssing, one of the checks was
found in (th e defendant's)
possession."
Others testifying for t-he
prosecution included Man.a ger of
Computer Operations James
Shanklin and University System
Internal Auditor Richard
Donhauser, who revealed the box
of I, I00 checks was missing when
inventory was taken October 9.
Shanklin and Computer
Operator Bruce Faulkenham
testified that Cassidy was
employed by the office at the time
the checks were found missin~.

CASSIDY, page 8
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Poulton: UNH

•
IS

losing its~best f acuity

By Darryl Cauchon
satisfied yet that needs to be addressed is
going to have to be by continuing to
Dr. Bruce R. Poulton has been
the need for more help related personnel.
market the wits that we have, the creativity.
chancellor of the University System .of , we have as people. That's why high
The most pressing need is in nursing but
New Hampshire since 1975. He will leave
there are other needs in the health area
·technology is such a natural partner for the .
on June 30 to become chancel/or of North
· almost as bad. ·
state.
Carolina State University.
Keene State College is in the early stages
Now the question really is how long it
He was the University Systems· first
of initiating a baccalaureate program in
will take the leadership in this state to
chancellor. Before that he was a senior
nursing and that will solve the problem as
. make the case with the people and how
administrator at the University of Maine.
soon as we can get that up and running.
long will it take for it to really take root so
He worked at the University of.Maine
people say- •Yes, after all, it's a far better
Do faculty need pay raises to be
for ten years as professor and vicething for us to be making an investment in
attracted to the Universitv System as well .
president for research.
the future than turn our.back on our young
as to keep the ones the System has?
people.'
Dr. Poulton, why did you take the job as
Absolutely, right now in terms of the
Chancellor of North Carolina State
What was the biggest single problem you
contribution they make to the total society
University?
faced since you took this job in 1975?
in terms of the investment that they make,
Because I thought the time had come for
The number one thinR that I wanted.tCL __ ..P9t only in terms of the economic

somebody else to be chancellor of the
University System. I'm a great believer in
the fact that any institution profits from
the incogcation of new personalities and
new ideas. I've been in this job longer than
I had expected to stay here. I had only
made a five year commitment and I just
thought that · time was right for New
Hampshire and Lee to make a change.

No, unquestionably we're not. There's a
real brain drain. Some of the best of our
people are being recruited away by states
that are able to pay a lot more in the way of
salaries and provide a lot more in the way
of support for them.

ls this hurting students academically?
Well, it's certainly inevitably hurthing
the quality of the undergraduate
experience and if it goes on it's going to be
a real problem for us.

And raising the pay of faculty would
remedy this?
It would greatly. Now that's not to say
that you can equate faculty interests with
just a salary because faculty wouldn't be in
the jobs· except that they have a big
commitment to the undergraudates.
But eventually they have to pay their
bills too and eventually it gets to the point
when they can't turn down an extremely
attractive offer.

Now, why I chose the job of North
Carolina is because it fit in with what I was
looking for.

How are President Reagans proposed
cutbacks in financial aid to students going
to affect students?

How long do you plan to stay at NCSU?

It's going to affect them greatly. Now I
think it really represents a doublewhammy for New Hampshire students at a
time when the state is unable to do what I
. would say is it's fair share. Now suddenly
the federal government re-establishes its
natural priorities.
Basically what it's doing is it's taking all ,
the money from the human service
programs and putting them into defense.
When you get to a place wehre the national
priorit~e~ are that they're going t_o .WfPd
$211 b1lhon on defense and $21 b1fi1on on
education-and those are the numbers-:YOU
begin to wonder whether we really thought
seriously about what does represent a
bridge into the future.
.
So at a time when the state's not able to
do it's fair share-now the federal
government decides to start pulling out on
some of its commitments and students are
going to find themselves in a real difficult
economic situataion.
We're already in a situation in New
Hampshire where the cost of higher
education represents a barrier to people's
opportunity. The affect of the combination
of state and federal situation is just going
to make that barrier higher. And
unfortunately for us-for all of us-there's no
way you can tell before the fact wehre
genius really is gong to come from. Right
now, amongst a lot of the families that
economicaly will not be able to pay the
costs of sending their kids to the University
System, there are young people who
represent the geniuses of tomorrow.
They're never going to be able to get them
into a situation where their individual
talents can be developed.
So it's a waste. It's not only a waste for
them, it's a waste for us as a society because
locked up in those heads may be some of
the keys that will bridge over to the
problems of tomorrow. It just doesn't
make any sense.

I always think in terms of five years but I
may very well stay there for ten years. My
assessment of the need there is such that it
probably is going to take- ten years to get
the job done that 1 think needs to be done
there. ,...

Do you have any plans for after NCSU?
No, as a matter of fact, right now I
would say that the challenges in North
Carolina are going to more than insatiate
, my professional desires.

What do you see as the major problems
the University of New Hampshire willface
in the near future?
Obviously the answer to that is the
sources. If you think of the University as an
institution it's biggest problem as an
institution is financial problems.
The biggest problems the University
faces, though, is a social force . It is
somehow getting the people of New
Hampshire to understand the seriousness
of the direction in which the state is moving
right now.
Representative Ramsey was quoted in
the newspaper-she happens to be a person
who I know and think highly of-as saying
that New Hamphshire's not a poor state,
it's a cheap state.
Now, I think what she really meant by
that is that the direction in which New
Hampshire is moving right now is a
direction not characterized by the 'kind of
value system that I think the state really
wants for itself. Too much of the rhetoric
in New Hampshire is not the rhetoric of
brotherhood but rather it's the rhetoric of
special interest groups.

Do you believe the state legislature-such
as Monier and Horan-are really out to get
us or is there just no other place to cut?
I think that depends on what your •
definition of Jeadership is. I have never,
believed nor do I accept, or 'Personally
think the University System should accept,
the notion that leadership really is the job
for a tailor.
That the amount of money represents
your pattern and then you have to cut the
cloth to fit the pattern. To the contrary, I
would define leadership as that kind of role
where you set the priorities that are
important to move the state in the
direction you think the state has to go and
then you find a way of funding the
priorities. If you believe in charity, if that's
one of the tenants in your value system,
then you do the right thing for people and
somehow you find the resources to do the
right thing.
I don't think New Hampshire is a poor
state. As a matter of fact every time one of
these evaluations come out and these are
from the last two issues of The Chronicle
of H_igher Education, the story over and
over again is the same. That New
Hampshire ranks amongst the top of all
states in its capacity to raise state and local
revenues.

engineering and computer sciences
departments-that the Sptem should have?

Chancellor Bruce Poulton (Tini Skeer photo)
accomplish was to make certain that we
had access for all graduates of New
Hampshire high school students who
wanted to go on beyond high school.
This meant we had to weave the
institutions together in a pattern so there
were educational progra·ms that would fit
all the needs. That there are spaces enough
to lure all people in.
.
_
That · was my number one objectiveaccess, and we've achieved that. Right now
I can say without equivocation that every
New Hampshire high school student is
offered admission.

Where should the University expand
academical(r?

investment, but personal time to prepare
themselves, through the doctorate.
It took me 10 years from the day I
started my undergraduate studies to the
time I got my Ph.D. That's not untypical.
In view of that investment that they have
· made, the rewards they receive are
amongst the poorest that our society gives
anyone.
The other thing you need to know is that
in the finaJ analysis that quality of the
undergraduate experience is largely
determineed by the quality of the faculty. If
indeed it's our objective as it should be to
provide the best quality undergraduate
experience we can offer, I don't think we
·
should settle for less than that.
I don't think New Hampshire young
people deserve anything less than that.
Then if you agree with that, then it follows
logically that we want to attract and hold
the best quality faculty that we can.
Now we have to recruit in a national
market and we have to hold them against
the . offers that they get from Texas and
Oklahoma and all the oil and gas rich
states. We've gbt to do something,
realistically about that.

What other wavs can or should the
Ufliversity System raise revenue or is
tuition .the quickest and on(y answer?
Well, it's not the only answer. I don't
think there's any question about the fact
that the University System is going to have
to get a lot more aggressive about finding
private funding other than tuition.
This means essentially going into the
business of approaching corporations and
foundations but not to build buildings but
for money to help with the operating
budget.
Now we've not done that in the past.
There's been sort of a gentleman's
agreement, if you want to call it that,
between the private and public sectors of
higher education that really says, •well,
look, becaus~ public instititions get help
from the state~ we'll not go to the cooperations and foundations for operating
funding. We'll let private institutions have
that as their territory.· I guess now what's
happening-with the reduction in public
support-the public institutions is being
driven in the. direction of being private
institutions.
\
ls there anylh ing Sludents ran do to help

I don't think there's any question that
right now the place that we need to expand
is in the engineering and computer
sciences, basic sciences area.
The reason that's so is that if we see
ourselves as truly part of the state-and we
are; then it's clear that the nature of the
Do you think the University Sl'stem will
work force demands in this state and in
be geiting more state aid? · ·
New England are such that we are not
putting out enough people who can move
Eventually the answer to that question
into engineering and related technology
obtain more state aid for the Universit~•
has got to be yes. Eventually people are
·
s h • h h
·
· System as well as fight federalfinanc:ial aid
going to realize that we can't all walk into a
•
.sciences. o t at s w ere t e expansion has
l
th
,
,
•
•,
h
b
cutbacks?
·
to go.
_·
·
.
.
s . . e vn_1ver~1 .r sys1em gellmg I e est
cave and blow out our candle. If this state
1
N'?w}>,f~C!nd th!l.! the oth~t~nj}•m;n·ot. .:_- ·-;!J~l~~y. :{acult.~ t~q,r.:es~c~kf.lt. ;~ ,. ~~ . ~,., ~~Ut.TO~ ~~I~ !f ~-~-~ ... ~ ;._ ·., • 11 ~
.. is. BfiOJ!. to reatiz~
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Granite publishes late hooks
_By Bill Knowles
The 1982 Granite staff will
publish the delayed 19.80 and 1981
yearbooks as well as the 1982
Granite this year.
·
The 1980 and 1981 yearbooks
have been sent to the publishing
factory within the past month after
long delays and lots of
controversy, according to 1982
Granite Editor Scott Wilson.
Wilson said that 5,400 copies of
the 1980 yearbook should be back
from the publishers in April and
4,000 will be mailed to the
· graduating class of •so and •s 1 or
2,000 copies for each class.
The remaining 1600 copies will
be available at no charge for any
UNH undergraduate on a first
come first serve basis.
•The 1981 book might not come
in before school gets out in May.
Our extended deadline was Feb. 10
and it went off to the publishers on
Feb. 11. It is going to be very
close," Wilson said .
••The 1981 yearbook would then
be mailed to the 1981 graduating
class," s.aid Wilson. ·•The problem
is that we would have to spend
about $5,000 extra to mail it to the
class of 1982 if the book arrives
after May."
The 1982 graduating class
received the 1981 yearbook
because they helped pay for it
through their Student Activity
Fee.
_
Wilson said the 1982 yearbook is
ahead of schedule, will go to the
printers on June 9 and be mailed to
the class of 1982 in Sept. Seniors
sHciuld . keep theit addr.esses
current with the Alumni
Association, Wilson said.
Last November, · Wilson and
student Activities Fund
Organization business manager
Tim Miller flew to Florida to
collect manuscripts, photo plates,
and other material from 1980
editor Cindy Pettengill.

The book had not been complete
because of lack of responsibility
obligation, and inability to stick to
deadlines, and too much
responsibility to the editor in chief,
according to a Student Senate
Task Force report.
Wilson and Miller had a court
order to retrieve the book and
Pettengill gave it to them freely.
According to Miller and Wilson,
Pettengill was relieved to know
that the book would be finished .
Before returning to UNH, .
Pettengill, Wilson, and Miller put
in about 42 hours to sort out the
material in the ·so yearbook.
•-cindy told me that she wanted to
write up some last comments to be
placed in the yearbook, but she
never sent them. The last time I
heard from her was in mid
December, last year," Wilson said.
Wilson and some Granite staff
then spent about 500 hours putting
together t~e delayed ye~rbo~~before, d unng and after fmals m
December last year.
·
••1.t sort of didn't help my
grades," Wilson said . ••1 went from
a 2.80 in the spring •st semester to
a 0.22 last fall. But with all that, I
would still say it was well worth it.
I got a lot of experience in
organizing and decision making.
The grades don't show how you
develop as a person."
When the 1980 yearbook finally
does get back from the publishers
in April, you're going to see one
intoxicated dude," Said Wilson.
Wilson also threatened 1981
Granite editor Holly Lessard with
a court order if she failed to
complete her yearbook before Feb
10.
Lessard then received time off
from her job as a mathematics
teacher in Portland, Me. in order
to complete the book.
Lessard arrived in Durham in
mid-January to start putting the
•st Granite together. She slept on a

CALENDAR

couch in the MU B and began
working fifteen and sixteen hours
day on the yearbook, according to
Wilson.
Wilson said Lessard refused
help through most of her working
visit at UNH saying •·You couldn't
do it the way I want it to be done."
••1 had a Granite staff member
sitting ne~r Holly checking her
progress. She had been saying that
she would finish her yearbook
every month for the last six
months. It was hard for her to do
it," said Wilson.
"I sat across from her in the
Granite office room, but we hardly
spoke to each other for about two
weeks," said Wilson.
Renee Romano , assistant
director of programming at the
MUB told Lessard that Wilson
would take away the book from
her, as he had previously done to
Pettengill's book if she didn't
cooperate with him.
Lessard said "I don't want to say
anything about the books, because
it looks like Cindy and I were bad
editors and we weren't."
There were many problems that
affected the Granite in the past
years, · according to Wilson. He
said that "getting good people to
work for the Granite was hard. The
New Hampshire attracted all the
good layout people because they
pay by the hour."
.. There haven't been good
incentives for editors and writers
to work because they got paid only
after the book came out." said
Wilson.
"It is changing now.
.Photographers will get paid in
December and · May, and we are
hoping that writers can be paid this
way also for next year," he said.
'"Next year we'll have four new
people working on our production
staff, as well as four more people

a
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MUSO FILM SERIES

ZARDOZ
The time is 2293 and the world is desolate except for the
Vort~x, a Utopian commune ruled by the Eternals who
have everything except the right to die . Into their
paradise comes Scan Connery as a kind of reverse
messiah with the gift of death . Director John Boorman
( Excalibur) creates a crirnplcx, futuristic allegory thatlike all great science fiction-is an early warning system for
contemporary mankind.

Tl 'ESDA Y. Ft•hruar,· 2:i

PRINT SALE: Sponsored by Student Activities. East/ West
Lounge, Me~orial Union, 10 a.m .-5 p.m. Continues through the
24th .
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The Art of the High
Renaissance ." David S. Andrew, The Arts. Room 127, Hamilton
Smith, 11: 10 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. Northeastern. Snively Arena , 7
p.m. Admission: adults $3 ; students $2: U NH students with ID$ I:
children under 5 admitted free.
UN IV ERSITY TH EATER: Sophocles' tragedy, ·•Oedipus Rex,"
directed by John Edwards. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts
Center, 8 p.~. Admission: USN H students and employees/ senior
citizens $3: general $4 .
FACULTY RECITAL: Woodwind Quintet. Sponsored by Music
Department. Peggy Yagts. flute : Linda Seiler, oboe: David Seiler,
clarinet: Keith Polk, horn; James Cummings, bassoon. Bratton
Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
SIDORE LECTURE SERIES CANCELLED: William Rusher
was previously scheduled.
WEDl'iESDA Y. F•·hruar,· 21.
PRINT SALE: Sponsored by Student Activities. East/ West
Lounge. Memorial Union, IO a.m.-5 p.m.
WOMEN'S STUDIES BAG LUNCH: Louise Stevenson:
"Educating Useful Ladies: Miss Porter's School. 1843-1900."
Senate-Merrimack Room, Memorial ·union, 12: 10.
MEN'S SWIMMING : vs. BU . Swasey. Pool, Field House, 4 p.m .
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Sophocles' tragedy, "Oedipus Rex,"
directed by John Edwards. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts
Center. Matinee 2 p.m.: evening performance 8 p.m. Admission:
USN H students and employees/ senior citizens $3: general $4:
matinee school groups ( 15 or more) $1.
THl'HSIHY. Ft•hruar, 2:i

, BROWN BAG IT AT THE GALLERIES: John Rogers. Music .
Department. will present a prograrn of electronic music. Sponsored
by Gallery Docents. University Arts Galleries. Paul Creative Arts
Center. 12 noon-I p.m.
MUSO FILM: "Zardoz and Death Race 2000." Strafford Room,
Memorial Union. 6 and 9:30 p.m. Admission:$ I or season film pass.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Sophocles' tragedy. "Oedipus Rex,"
directed by John Edwards. Johnson Theater, Pa'ul Creative Arts
Center. 8 p.m.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT CONCERT: Renaissance music by The
New Hampshire Consort. Robert Stibler. wind instruments: John
Wicks." harpsichord. University Art Galleries. Paul Creative Arts
Center, 8 p.m.
MU B PUB: The Now Sound Express. Sponsored by M USO. 8 p.m.
Admission charged. UN H ID / proof of age required.
FHIIH Y. F•·hruar, 26

A TASTE OF TALENT: The Rainmen. Sponsored . by I he
Association for Student Talent and Entertainment (T.A.S :T .E.).
Cafeteria. Memorial Union, 12 noon-2 p.m.

CAMPUS VACATION ASSOCIA
prPst•nt,

Starring: Sean Connery

Thursday, 25th

7 & 9:30 p.m.

Strafford Room, MUB

$1.00 at Door

TIONS
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ENGINEERSGO.FULL SPEED AHEAD

3

,,e :,

Electric Boat is the world's foremost designer
and builder of nuclear submarines - one of
the great engineering chaUenges of this century.
With a $3 billion backlog and long-term contracts ,
Electric Boat offers career opportunities in nearly
every engineering discipline (including electrical ,
mechanical, civil, etc.), top pay and benefits,
long-range stability and an unmatched lifestyle
on the southern New England seacoast.

! .

U.S. C1t1zensh1p required - an Equal Opportunity Employer M&F. HC

.

..
eI ..

Departures: • New Yo~k • Phil. (Metro) • Wash. DC• Harrisburgh PA
• Boston • Providence • Albany NY • Binghamton NY • Hartford
• Many Campus Departures Available
Add $15 for Upstate NY and New England Departures

GENERAL DYNAMICS
Electric Boat Division
The Best Shipbuilding Team in America
Electric Boat Division will be interviewing on campus on
February 26, 1982. lnforrr,ative slide presentations,
questions and answer period to be held on the evening of
February 25 . Refreshments will be served . Please
contact the Placeme8i
ij W{Jtjr;rteJ~i place., 1 ,

I.

$99 FT.
ROUNDTRIP TRANSP'ORTATION TO
LAUDERDALE and •DAYTONA BEACH

$129

. ..

FT. LAUDERDALE

*FREE

Disney World Transportation Excursions
an $18 Tax and Service Charge

II Rates are subject to

For Further Information & Reservations Contact Your Campus Vacation Associatio~s Representative: ·

,

C ''";

Jhf[l \)il •..1 ~

<l \"/ ,,,,

Paul Kerrigan 868-1631
di :.f!i'l'J! ·Jc4.] •'• J•;!;Jr; t1i :JXi!1;::n
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GAMES---

ltOTICES
(

ACADEMlC
CATAPULT PROJECT: Testing of Civil Engineering
student design projects. Sponsored by the Department of
Civil Engineering. Friday, February 26, Baseball Field,
Field House, 2 p.m.
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT COLLOQU)UM:
Dr. Laurel Furumoto, Professor of Psychology at
Wellesley College, will speak on reconstructing the
experience of the first generation of women psycholo~ists
in the United States, Thursday, February 25. hnum
Room, Dimond Library. 3:30 p.m .
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT WRITERS SERIES : ''The
Virtue of Demonism: Women and Victorian Myths." by
Prof. Nina Auerbach of the University of Pennsyl\'ania .
Tuesday. February 23. Room 214. Hamilton Smith. 3
p.m .
WSBE INTERCOl.l.EGE TRANSFER MEETINGS :
Meetings will be held through February 25 . Mondays. 7
p.m ., ~oom 312, McConnell: Tuesdays. 7 p.m .. Room
314. McConnell: Wednesdays and Thursdays. 3:30 p.m ..
Room 312. McConnell.
ARCHITECTURE l.ECTU RE ; SI.I DE PRESENT- ·
ATtON: David Andrew will speak on Gothic
Archjtccture in France. Sponsored by Marston House.
Wednesday. February 24. Marston House. 8 p.m .

C..\REElt
EXPLORING CAREERS WORKSHOP: Doing What
you Enjoy and Getting Paid for It. Futures Program
sponsored by Career Planning and Placement Sen ice.
Counseling and · Testing Center. and Liberal Art:-Ad\ising Center. Wednesday. February 24. Sackett
House. 7-8:30 p.m .
EXPLORING CAREERS WORKSHOP: Determining
Your Marketable Skills. Futures Program sponsored by
Career Planning and Placement Scn·icc. Counseling and
Testing Center. and Liberal Arts Ad\ ising Center .
Tuesday. February 23. Hillsborough Room. Memorial
Union. 12:30-2 p.m. Will be offered ,tgain on Wednesday.
March 3. Sackett House. 7-8:30 p .m.
RESUME CRITIQUE: An opportunity for stuqcnts to
rccci\'c feedback on first draft resumes on a first-comcfirst-scncd basis . Sponsored by Career Planning &
Placement Scnicc . Friday. March 26 . Room 203.
Huddleston. I :30-4:30 p.m .
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: Students
may learn of how they arc coming acros:--during their oncampus interviews on a first-comc-first-scr\'cd basis.
Sponsored by Career Planning & Placement Scr\'icc .
Thursday, February 25, Room 203, Huddleston. I :304:30 p.m.
ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING MACHINERY
MEETING: Managers and UNH graduates from Digital
Equipment will talk and interview seniors. Tuesday,
February 23, Room M308, Kingsbury I p .m.

CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS

'I

.

1,,C!

PROTESTAI\T STUDENT GATHERING WEEKLY
MEETII\G: Wednesday. February 24. Room 218.
McConnell. 7 p.m.
PHI MU EPSILOI\ NEW MEMBERS INITIATIOI\:
Membership in the mathematics honor socict\' is based
on ha\'ing completed a minimum or four maih courses
and achic\cd a certain performance lc\'cl. Ir interested.
contact the Math Office. Room M3 I;. Kingsbury.
Forms due by March I. 1982.
11\TERV ARSfrY CHRISTIA!\ fTl.I '. OWSHll~: Mike
Chase will begin a four part series on the book or
Colossians. Announcements on Friday social to be made .
Wednesday. ·February 24. G,rafton Room. Memorial
Union. 6:30 p .m. If you arc iDtcrcstcd in Bible studic:--.
conference. and or prayer meetings. call Brad at 8621615 or 868-97?9'.
·
RUSSIA!\ Cl.UH MEETII\G : All students or Russian
all(t' other interested people. Friday. February 26. Room
9 . .Murk land. J: I? p.m. ,
TOSI\OM 11\TROl:>UC·roRY MEETING : Drop by
and find out what this student organization is all about.
Tuesday. February 23. Hillsborough Room. Memorial
Union. 8:30 p.m.
·
PSYCHOLOGY Cl.UH LECTURE. SERIES :
··Applying to Graduate School in Psychology.'·' by Janice
Chadwick . Thursday. February 25. Room 104. Conant.
12:J0-2 p.m .
,.,
PSYCHOLOGY Cl.UH LECTURE SERIES: Slide
:--how presentation on "Scniccs For the Mental(\'
Retarded." Speaker is Daniel Dull\' from Great Ha\'
Training School. E\cr,onc welcomc.-Tucsda,·. Marchi.
Room 104. Conant. I ~:30-2 p.m .
·

OHIPlTEH ~EH\ ICE~
!\on-credit course:-- for a nominal fee arc listed blow .
Registration is rel.Juried . Call 862-3527 or stop by Room
2L Stoke Cluster. Additional Charge for non-US!\ H
pcr:--onncl. All courses held in Stoke Cluster.
TAPE HAI\Dl.11\G 1.2: Two-:--ession course for no\ice
mag tape user. Various way!-. and means by which tape<.,
arc made a\ailable and elementary instruction ortapc:--a:-storage dc\iccs. Prcrcljuisitc: Beginning Timesharing.
Tuesday. March 2. and Thursday. March 4. 2-4 p.m.
Course Fee: $4.
BEG! NN I NG SPSS I .2: Two-session course assumes no
previous experience with SPSS. Will present simpler
setups and common analysis. Prere4uisite: Knowledge of
Timesharing. Monday. March I. and Wednesday. March
3. 2-4 p.m. Course fee: $4 .
MICRO SEMINAR SERIES: Monthly series focuses on
, arious aspects of microcomputers . Topic: CP · M
Operating Sy:--tcm. l·riday. February 26. 2:J0-4:30 p .m .
DIABIO TRAll\11\(i SESSIOI\: Become familiar with
the operation or the Diablo terminals located in Stoke
and McConnell. ·1hursday. 1-cbruary 25. 2-3:30 p.m.
Course lee : S2.

COl :\~El.l:\C; 1.1( TE~Tl:\f;

MR. UN H CONTEST: Any men interested in being a
contestant call 868-1398. Contest held Saturday,
February 27. New Hampshire Hall. 8 p.m. Admission in _
advance: students $2: non-students $3 . Ticket:-, can be
purchased at a Memorial Union bak:on\" table from
Tuesday. February 23 through Friday. Fchi·uary 26 from
I I a .m.-2 p.m. Admission at door: :--tudcnt!-. S2.50: nonstudents $3 .50.

WU)I\FSDJ\Y l\l(iH 'I SFRILS: \\'omen and Pcr:--onal
Pov.er. facilitated b\" Flkn Barnett and Ulen lkd1:r. One
or a :--cric:-- of informit I experiential\\ orkshop!-. designed to
help you c.\plore ,,ays of undcr:--tanding i:--:--ue:-- or
per:--onal intcre:--t. Spon!-.ored by the Coun:--cling and
·1c:--tirH! CL'lltcr. Wcdne:--da\. h·bruan 24. Cow,clint? and
Tc:--ting Center. Schofield ·House. 7 p.111.
~

-----GRANITE---------<continued from page S)

on our sales staff. We are creating
an advertising manager postion as
well," he said.
"We will be able to double the
workload without doubling the
cost," said Wilson.
Next year wiU also be the first
year the Granite will go after
advertisiing to help support the
cost of the book.

The yearbooks will be sold for
three dollars apiece, according to
Wilson.
"Next yea'r we are expecting an
increase of $17,000 income from
advertising. Pnnting costs will be
going up $5,000 and compensation
is going up $2,300. As a result we
are asking $6,500 less next year."
said Wilson.

WOODSMEN'S
TEAffl

"The 1982 Granite is coming
along fine, said Wilson. "We
turned in thirty pages just last
week. This years book will be more
oriented towards the student body
than the artists.
The pictures will be very artistic,
and there will be more creative
wrifing. It will be exciting as you
turn the pages," said Wilson.

SATURDAY,
FEB. 27th
on

BOULDER
FIELD
(Athletic Field Across From
The UNH Greenhouse)

(continued from· page 2)
computer.
"You have to realize what the
- machine is doing. It's a computer
and therefore it has to have a
pattern," Elliot said. "You have to
know what to expect the machine
to do."
Elliot also contributed his
success to the support of second
place winner John Harty of UNH,
"If it hadn't been for John, I
wouldn't have won. He supported
me when I was playing Tracy
Newell who came in third.
Newell beat Elliot at the video
_game Tempest and finished third
· in the competition. Harty ang
Newell agreed that "money is the
key to winning."
Elliot says his secret is to ••have a
friend watch me · play and he
coaches me. Your scope of vision
has to be so limited that you can't
tell what you're doing wrong or
right." ·
Elliot spends between $15 or $20
a week on video games. "A lot of
people spend ten or fifteen dollars
but they spend it all in one night. I
try to play a few times a week but if ·
I go two days without a game of
Pac-man, it's a long time."
"It takes a weird sense of
mentality to play video games. The
machine always wins, though,
because it iets your quarter,"
Elliot said. ·
A different kind of competition
took place at the men's and
women's table tennis tournament.
Men's singles champion Ralph
Bockoven of Boston University,
returned this year with hopes of
winning the award for a second
year in the ACU-1 games.
Bockoven, a sophomore at BU,
has been playing table tennis for
six years with the United States
Table Tennis Asociation.
Bockoven lost the first match 23 to Liming Zhoa of Northeastern.
••He's playing better. I thought I
was going to, win that match,"
Bockoven sai<t:.
But Bocko'(len maintained the ·.,
upperhand in the next consecutive
three games against Zhoa to win
the final match 3-0.
After winning the championship, Bockoven said, "He (Zhoa)
was having trouble with my serves.
I get close to the table and he had a
hard time returning them."
"Table tennis is a modern day
sport w hi Ie ping-pong is . a
basement game. You might say it
came out of the cellar," Bockoven
said.
The sport will be coming even
further out of the cellar when it
becomes an Olympic event in 1988.
Dawn Florio, one of the
women's doubles champions says
she want to train for the Olympics
but her partner, Edie C'rohn is
satisfied with the ACU-1
competitions. Crohn and Florio
represented BU in the women's
double match against the women's

TONIGHT

team from the University of
Massachusetts.
"We aren't really a doubles
team," Florio said, "we've been
p ra ct icing together s i nee
December but we usually play
singles."
"Our opponents took it 'very
seriously and got all upset," Crohn
said. "Practically all we had to do
was hit it to them and wait for them
to choke."
They attribute their success to "a
good attitude, we work as a team,
and we are patient."
"You have to be patient, wait for
your shot and then kill it," Florio
said.
"We're basically defensive
players, we don't like to take
chances," Crohn said.
They are looking ahead to the
National Tournament at Georgia
Institute of Technology in April
and to next year's ACU-1 games.
Florio has hopes for, table tennis
to become a better established
sport. "Competition isn't what it
could be,. It won't reach varsity
level for -a long time. We'll have to
reach Nati0rlals before they
establish a team(at BU),"shesays.
Elsewhere on campus, UNH was
being represented in backgammon
by two players who finished first
and second in the competition.
Ed Flynn and K~n Fornal
competed for the championship
title after a series of doubleelimination rounds. Flynn won the
championship with a score of I 510 . • Fornal and Flynn were ·not
unfamiliar with each ·. other's
tactics, . though, •·we've played
together before, we live in the same
dorm," Flynn said.
The ACU-1 competition is one
of the oldest intercollegiate
educational organizations and has
over 900 member college unions
and student centers.
The recreation program began
i_n 1933 with the billiardsi
c;011~petition. Tournaments in each
of the 15 regions of the Association
take place each year during
February.
Winners of the regional event in
bowling, billiards,·darts, and table
tennis may be . invited to the
national competiton.
Stan Copeland, one of this year's
host directors, said, "I would like
to see more particiption from the
s t u d e .n t s i n t h e c a m p u s
tournaments. For instance, eleven
people tried out for the bowling
team. You would think in a school
of ten thousand that there would
be more interest."
The entry fee for the tournament
is one or two dollars and if you win
and go on to the national~, ACU-1
pays for transportation. mom and
board and any other tournamentrelated expenses.

TONIGHT

:Find out what TOSNOM
has to offer You in '82 ! !

Intro_Meeting
Tonight at 8:30 PM
Hillsborough Rm./MUB

COMPETITION
BEGINS AT

8:00 a~m.
\

EVERYONE WELCOME
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--KA RI-V AN-- ----C ALE NDA R---- --(continued from page 3)

( continued from page 2)

Kari-Van office had only the exact
number of buses and drivers for
the scheduled routes.
"When ·you have one bad run.
you don't want to send out other
buses because it would throw off
the schedule for later runs." he
said.
Most of the studenls who missed
the early Kari-Van had eight
o'clock classes or other
commitments. They reacted to the
situation with anger and extended
thumbs.
Puffer said that the situation
was worst for Newmarket riders
because "it ri1eant another hour's
wait." Kari-Vans only run once an

hour to Newmarket because fewer
students live there. On runs like
Dover A. he said. the problem
wasn't as severe because buses run
about every fifteen minutes.
"It shouldn't occur again." said
Puffer.
· Senior Kendra Maroon of
Newmarket said,"! was just
waiting and waiting. I got out to
the bus stop ten minutes early but
the bus never showed up."
Junior Betsy White also of
Newmarket said she kept looking
out the window for the bus to show
up. Finally. she went back to bed
for an hour.

suggestion, classes would end Dec.
16, and students would return to
school Jan. 2-3, with exams held
Jan. 9-13. There would be a one
week semester break.

Petitions Availabl e for

UNIVERSITY
SYSTEM
STUD ENT TRUS TEE

THE STONE CHURCH
on the hill in Newmarket
Wednesday, February 24

Terry Bright & The Acumen
dancing

Thursday, February 25

UNH President Evelyn Handler classes.
••1 would like to know why
mentioned another way . the 15w eek semester could be students can't go to class on some
implemented without starting Saturdays," Handler said.
before Labor Day--S.a turday .

This position is decided through a f uil ·campus election to
be held on March 9 and 10th. If runoffs are necessary they
will be ·on March 23 and 24.
·Petitions due at noon, Wed., Feb 24.

Mary McCasli n
&Jim Ringer
Advanced tickets at the Church
Sessions Music, Portsmouth

Student Senate Office
MUB130-132
Formore-info. call2-1494 -

Your Smile can Last ALitatima!
To help you keep · your smile bright and introduce the
students, faculty and staff at UNH to Gerber Dental Center,
we have designed a special Preventive Dental Care
Program.

This soec1a1 Program Includes these
services TWICE YEARLY at no addlllonal
charge:
*Thorough prophylaxis (cleaning and scaling)
*X-rays as needed (includes full mouth if
necessary)
*Comprehen sive oral examin 9 tion which
includes, diagnosis and treatment planning 2nd
oral cancer screening.
*Fluoride treatments for children to maintain .
good ora I hea Ith.
*This offer expires May 1, 1982.

Garber Dental canter also orouldes:
*24 hour emergency dental care
*For · comfortable dentistry, nitrous oxide
analgesia (laughing gas), intravenous
medications and arrangements for general
anesthesia.
*Open 80 hours a week for your convenience
· Monday thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Sundays from 12 p.m. to 5
*Located in the Newington Mall (Shuttle
avadable from UNH campus).

·one-Time Annual Enrollment Feel
$15 oar lndlUldual ·
$29 tor lndlUld~al and spouse
$49 oar tamm, (chlldren to aaa 111

{aicerber
~ Dental Center

Join .Todau1 come In
or Call

Newington Mall, NewinRton, New Hampshire 03801
For Your Convenience Open 80 Hours A Week Mon.·Slll 9-.30-9:30. Sun. 12·5
Senior Citiiens Di1co1111t

(603) 436-8822

•
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- - - - - - - - I S A - - - - - - - - -CASSIDY-( continued from page 1)
Dalbec said ISA involves some 135
international students at UNH.
"I · think ISA, as a small
hardworking group, has made a
very significant contribution to life
here," added ISA's advisor ,
associate professor David Larson.
Dalbec said by becoming a
member of SAFC, ISA would get
"prestige" and "a little bit of
confidence." She also said it would
allow the group to get a year's
worth of funding at once.
SAFC is a Student Senate
committee that controls the
mandatory Student Activity Fee.
In addition to several members of
the Student Senate, SAFC consists
of representatives from member
organizations such as M USO,
SCOPE and WUNH.
But one organization within
SAFC--the Programming Fund

(continued from page 3)

1

Organization ( PFO)--was formed
to fund smaller groups like ISA.
~tudent Senators argued
Sunday that ISA can ask PFO for
money at any time during the year,
as they have in past years, and be
almost assured of funding each
semester.
ISA president Gerry Munck
said the group applies for funding
so often that "it's just the same as
being a part of (SAFC)." But
SAFC chairperson Spencer
Wright later said ISA applied for
funding twice this semester.
"There seems to be a
groundswell of opinion in the
Senate that SAFC is getting too
large," said Student Senator Mike
Magnuson. The more members
there are in SAFC, he said, "the
more problems you have with it."
"I s_ee __ problems in the whole

council," said Student Body
President Sara Jane Horton, "but I
don't think we should pick on just
one organization."
"We told these people a couple
of months ago, yes, you are worthy
of funding," Horton said. "I don't
think it was a mistake."
Horton was one of three who
abstained during the vote after an
hour of debate. There were only
two votes in favor of ISA.
Some Senators argued that ISA
wants to bring speakers _to l/NH

This Week's Specials!

Pizza $1 off all pies

Tuesday -

YOUNG'S

Wednesday -

Homemade Lasange
Thursday -

Homemade Chili

Come Join .Us!

This W~ek's Special
Small Juice
2 P'ancakes
(Butter & Syrup)
Tea or Coffee $

1 _44

and therefore competes with the
Memorial Union Student
Organization (M USO).
Special interest groups, such as
ISA, should co-sponsor speakers
that interest their group, said
Senator Karen Johnson.
"I feel ISA can do what they
want without SAFC funding,"
Magnuson said.

---WOMEN-- ( continued from page 1)

(December) vote," said Women's
Center staffer Janet Jacobson.
·
· "We felt great because we could
stop going to meetings and start.
working on the concept. We were
happy that we wouldn't have to
justify our existence anymore. But
now we do again," Jacobson said.
Rath said she thinks the Center
can continue to be effective
without being a member in SAFC.
"I'm not trying to kill the
Women's Center. They would still
be able to have a budget, and they
could get funds through the PFO
(Programming Fund Organization)." Rath said.
The Women's_Center duplicates
the services of other student
organizations, Rath said, which is
not allowed under SAFC
guideline.
"They should co-sponser
lectures, concerts and movies with
MUSO or SCOPE," Rath said.
Jacobson said that while the
Women's Center uses the same
media as M USO and SCOPE, they
do not serve the same purpose.
"They are entertainment. We are
~ducational," Jacobson said.
If denied SAFC funding and
budget, the Center will have to ask
for mone-y from the PFO each time
they plan a program, Jacobson
said.
.

FLYTO NEWYORK
FOR LESS THAN
THE COST OF DRMNG.

PEOPLExpress
FLYSMART .

NEW YORK/NEWARK, BOSTON, WASHINGTON/BALTIMORE, SYRACUSE, BUFFALO, NORFOLK, COLUMBUS,
JACKSONVILLE, SARASOTA WEST PALM BEACH.
PEOPLE EXPRESS AIRLINES/FOR RESERVATIONS, PHONE: (617) 523-0820 OR CALL YOUR TRAVEL AGENT.

"There's no way we're going to
get $9;450 from PFO," she said.
The Student Senate discussed
the Women's Center proposed
1982-83 budget on Sunday. Three
Senators spoke in favor of the
Women's Center; three others
opposed parts or all of the
proposed budget.
Senator John Davis moved that
the Senate amend the Women's
Center concert line item to zero.
"How is-· a concert going to
inform me about rape?" he asked
Jacobson at the meeting.
"It's not, but it will inform you
a bout other women's issues,"
replied Jacobson.
"I don't see how going to see
someone playing a guitar will teach
me about women's issues,'' Davis
said.
"Have you ever been to one?"
Jacobson asked.
Davis said that he had not.
"Then I don't see how you are
qualified to say. Concerts are not
only music. It's what they are
singing about," Jacobson said.
Davis' amendment was
defeated. The Women's Center's
budget was tabled until next
Sunday, when the Senate will also
discuss whether to rescind the
Center's standing as a SAFC
organization.
.

Classified Advertising
only $1.00 in

epecial 6:00 a.m.-11:30 a.m.

Or if you are thinking about
heading further south, People
Express is the smart way to Florida.
We offer the lowest prices to West
Palm Beach, Sarasota and
Jacksonville.

Cassidy's lawyer, Portsmouth
attor~ey Robert Renfro produced
no witnesses or evidence in his
client's defense.
Cassidy is free in her own
custody pending sentencing March
19.
Conviction of the theft charge
d?es not reopen the p_ossiblity she
will be tried again for forgery.

The New Hampshire
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standards and improving its Freshmen who are promised
already varied and unusual rooms but don't get them
constitute a special class of
curriculum," sayd the guide.
"The small town of Durham refugee-•lounge people'."
Describingd the guide as a "lost
caters to students tastes including
an adequate supply of bars. opportunity", John Hose,
Indeed, drinking is the mainstay of executive assistant to the president
the social life, although the state's at UNH said, "I question how they
new 20-year-old dri~king age has · got their information and I
joined the stiffened academic thought that the New York Times
standards in the official conspiracy could have done a better job."
Hose said the guide "does not
to •put a dent in campus partying,"
give the whole picture" and "if he
the guide says.
Of student housing the guide says can't even locate the place (the
says "UNH houses only half its guide puts UNH in the White
students, and the dorms Mountains) how can he be
themselves are cramped-in some accurate," he said.
..A mistake, said NYT
cases three people stay in doubles.

~-<\\"'

SEA
~QUAR TER
You can be a student-sailor for a college
semester-aboard the 95-foot U.S. Coast
Suard inspected SCHOONER HARVEY
SAMAS£. From llew Enfland to the Caribbean, the sea is your field laboratory In a
practical and Intensive educational adrenture. SEA QUARTER is sponsored by
Northeastern Uni,ertity and courses ·
taught by faculty members. You will earn
full credits in tciences and humanities
and the credits may be transferred. For
curriculum, cost and schedule, write or
telephone- ·
DIRIGO CRUISES
39 Waterside Lane, Clinton, CT 06413
Telepllone: (203) 669-7068
t°'I " '

New
Hamps hire·

Education Editor and the guides
author Edward B. Fiske,
explaining UNH's •isloated setting
in the White Moutains'.
"I don't know how it happened,
but we'lLcorrect it before the next
edition comes out," Fiske said.
The guide also said ••the English
Department, headed by several
award-winning writers, has a fine
creative-writing program."
••Engineering, biology, and the
computer sciences are· strong, but
nursing, psychology and the
performing arts could all stand
~
improvement," the guide says.
"Diversity is exhibited by the
number and variety of activities in

which students engage. Environmentalist groups exist side by side
with the Society Advocating
Nuclear Energy, and outspoken
feminists, homosexuals, and bornagain Christians respect one
another's right to e~ist," the guide
says.
"People's responses have been
directly related to what we said
about their school but for the most
part response has been favorable,"
Fiske said.
Fiske and his staff compiled the
guide from questionnaires sent out
to ov·er 4,000 students.
Supplementar y information
· obtained from campus visits,

interviews , with high · school
guidance counselors . and student
newspaper editors.
The guide will be published
annually and will be updated with
information mostly provided by
the schools themselves, Fiske said.
Summarising its entry on UNH,
t_he guide says, "The University's
academic atmosphere is definitely
laid-back, and only about 15
percent of graduates are headed
for graduate or professional
school. But the water is pure and
sparkling, and the air is fresh, and
even the most serious students find
time to play."

_The Night Grill

.Less than
·6 00 firms
in the U.S.
have earned
the right to
display this symbol.
We~re one of them.

IUHITEH·OUSE
OPTICIAIIS _.
aBroadllllll

..~.oouar. 11.H.
742-1744

1n

the MUB Cafeteria has

E-11-P-A-N-D-E-D·
its services to include:

The MUB PUB
and

Sandwich Lille
Open Monday - Thursday
4pm - 8pm

University of New Hampshire
Department of Music
9th ANNUAL JAZZ FESTIVAL CONCERT
David Seiler, Director
UNH JAZZ BAND
and
THE SEACOAST BIG BAND
featuring

GUEST ARTIST

ALL WELCOME!
WED., FEB. 24 AT 7:30
BRATIO N ROOM, PAUL ARTS
LOCAL TALENT, MUNCI IIES
& TALK

PHIL WILSON, Trombone
JOHNSON THEATER, PCAC
Durham, NH
SUN., FEB. 28, 1982, 8PM
Tickets: $3.00
Available at MUB Ticket Office and at the door
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by Ron A. Rocheleau

Before We Pt!t ~OU In C~ge Of T~e World's
. Most Soph1sttcated Nuclear Eqmpment, ·
. We Put You Through The World's
Most Sophisticated Nuclear Trainiitg.

most qualified profes- It takes more than 16 · ·
sionals. (No surprise that
months of intensive trainmost of the men who
ing to become a fully qualoperate the reactors in
ifiea officer in the Nuclear
private industry started
Navy. You begin with four
in the Nuclear Navy.)
months of leadership
It takes more time
training. Then as a Navy
effort to become
more
and
officer you get a f_ull year
an officer in the Nuclear
of graduate-level training
Navy. But the rewards are greater, too.
unavailable anywhere-else at any price.
The rewards can begin as early as your
Navy training is based on more than
year in college. Qualify, and the Navy
junior
now
1900 reactor-years of experience. Right
will pay you $900/month while you finish school.
the Navy operates over half the nuclear
After four years, with regular promotions
reactors in America. And the Navy's nuclear
and salary increases, you can be earning as
equipment is the most sophisticated in the
world. That's why your Navy training is and much as $39,400. That's on top of a benefits
package that includes medical and dental care,
must be the most sophisticated in the world.
and 30 days' vacation earned every year.
As an officer in the Nuclear Navy, you
have decision-making authority immediately. More responsibility, more money, more
future. So, if you're majorYou get important management responsibility I NAVY OPPORTUNITY INFORMATION CENTER I ing in math, engineering, or
the physical scie~ces, and
wooo
P.O. Box sooo, Clifton, NJ 01012
fast. Because in the
want to know more .
you
I
becomabout
information
more
me
I D Please send
Navy, as your knowlI about a future in nuclear
edge grows, so does your I ing an officer in the Nuclear Navy. (0N).
I Name_ __F..,....irs-t--,p=-1e-ase_P....,ri-nt,......,----=-La-st___ I power, fill in the coupon.
responsibility.
Today's Nuclear
Your training and I Address _ _ _ _ _ _-"'pt ...._ _ _ _ I
Navy is an opportunity
city_ _ _ _ _ state _ _ _ zj.,___
experience place you ,
1
1 Ag.,__ _ tCollege/University_ _ _ _ _ _ I like no other..in the world.
among the country's

r-------- -------,

•

I

:j:Year in College _ _ _ _ ♦GPA_____

_ , .f.Major/Mino.____________

I
I

Best Time to Call
Phone Number tArea Codel
This is for general recruitment information . You do not have to furnish anv
of the information requested . Of course. the more we know. the more
we can help to determine the kinds of Navv positions for which vou
CN 1/ 82
.
qualify.

I
I
I
I

L..------------~
Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

lncr:easing CO2 affecting climate
By Gerald Duffy
Humankind is profoundly
affecting the future climate of the
earth . by sending jncrcasing
amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2)
into the atmosphere. according to
a UN H researcher.
Dr. Berrien Morre. director of
the Complex Systems Center.
speaking to about 100 people in
lddles Auditorium Thursday night
said that although changes in
global temperature have not yet
been recorded. scientists predict
that by the turn of the century a
warming trend will be measurable .
A doubling of current C{)2·
levels would prewnt heat from
being radiated out of the earth and
could result in an average increase
in global temperature of30 degrees
centigrade.
Since this increase would be ·
greater in the polar regions. partial
melting of the ice-caps could raise
ocean levels and flood lowland
areas througout the world.
To the amusement of his
audience Dr. Moore said that "it is
.. too early to buy ocean property in ·
the White Mountains yet."
"We're altering the basic cycle of
the planet. ( But) the rate of change
( in CO2 Levels) is more important
that the site of the change." Dr.
Moore said.
In other words the earth is able
to naturally adjust to humaninduced changes but may not be
able to recycle CO2 as fast as it will
be emitted in the future .
CO2 is part of what scicnti"sts
rcl'cr to as the 'carbon cycle'. It is
released continuousl y by
decomposing \'Cgctation and airbreathing creatures and then
recycled through the atmosphere
and oceans.
Human beings add significantly
to the natural levels of CO2 by
burning fossil fuels ( coal. natural
gas and oil) where nature had
stored large stocks of CO2 and
con,·crting forest lands to

agriculture . J-'or example. one acre
of timber stores 150 tons of
carbon. Cleared and planted with
corn. the same acre stores only six
tons. the balance being eventually
released into the atmosphere.
Using data provided by
recording stations all over the
globe, Dr. Moore has developed
mathematical models to measure
the impact on future CO2 levels of
human factors such as industrial
. and agricultural _dt;velopment. In

'third world countries, continued
destruction of tropical forests and
the increasing use of coals as an
energy-source.
"CO2 is not exactly a poliutant."
Dr. Moore said. referl·ing· to the
possiblity of regulating CO2
emissions in the future.
However. once a global
temperature is detected this would
probably increase public
awareness of the problem .

University Theater
1981-82 Season
presents

OEDIPUS
OEDIPUS REX
by Sophocles
Directed by John Edwards
Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center
University of New Hampshire
Durham
February 23-2 7 at 8 p.m.
February 24 at 2 p.m.
Preview: February 22 at 8 p.m.
General: $4
UNH student-employee/Senior: $3
Preview: $1
Reservations: (603) 862-2290
Dinner-Theater Package
New England Center Restaurant

STUDENT RENTALS
Apartments for rent for school year 82'-83'. Walking •.
distance to the campus. 2 bedroom apts. for 3 or4·students:
$6,800 for both semesters. I bedroom apts. for 2 students:
$4,400. Find your own roommate. For appointment call
868-5542 and ask for Mike.
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Planning a spring break fling in
Florida? Then make plans to live it up
in~ide the Walt Disney World Magic
Kingdom! There, you'll find more than 40
exciting attractions ... and, we're in
easy reach of the surf and sand of your .
favorite Florida beaches!
This spring is an especially good time
to "break down" to Disney, during
Tencennial -the Walt Disney World 10th
birthday celebration ... highlighted by
the sensational Tencennial Parade, and
all-new musical extravaganzas.
. So, give yourseff a break ... a spring
break to remember - inside the Magic
Kingdom of Walt Disney World!
$13 - ADMISSION AND UNLIMITED USE OF ALL
ATTRACTIONS (Except Shootin' Gallery)

SPECIAL EXTENDED SPRING HOURS
March 7-12: 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
_March 13 - April 1: 9 a.m.-10 p.m.

ffl
.

Wan. li)sney UloPld•
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Editorial
SAF funding ,n eeds changes
At Sunday night's Student Senate meeting, the
budget concept for the International Students
Association (ISA) was rescinded, and next week
there will be a move by some senators to rescind
the concept for the Women's Center.
Denying an organization's concept means it
cannot be a member of the Stude~t Activity Fee
Council ( SAFC), the board that is responsible
for allocating the $38 received from each
student's tuition bill, a fund totalling more than
$300,000.
Twelve student organizations currently make
up SAFC, including WlJNH, Student Press, and
MUSO, but one organization was createq.
specifically to help fund smaller organizations-the Programming Fund Organization.
But a controversy is startin~ to build over
which student organizations should belong to
SAFC, and how money received from SAF funds
should be spent.
Under the current four requirements for
membership in SAFC, it's difficult--if not
impossible--for a new organization to join.
If the Women's Center concept is rescinded
next week, then the youngest consistent

member of SAFC would be the Student
TeleviE,ion Network, which became a member in
1977.
Any new organization that wants to become a
SAFC member would have to prove, among other
things, that it is not duplicating services
provided by another SAFC group, and that it isn't
a special interest group.
With SAFC already consisting of 12
qrganizations, it's a hard thing to prove.
Some organizations that rely on PFO funding,
like the ISA, don't like the current set-up, and
they have a legitimate gripe.
They feel they don't have adequate
representation on SAFC, and that funding from
PFO precludes them from developing an
adequate budget or long range plans.
An image is starting; of the big name and big
budget student organizations telling the smaller
organizations how and where to spend SAF
money. It's a nasty image.
At Sunday's senate meeting, SCOPE ·
President Dave Carle mentioned the problems
with SAFC and the smaller organizations. He
suggested that a separate council be formed to

UNH
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administer the PFO monies.
It's a good suggestion.
One way the suggestion could be worked
would be to form a PFO council. Membership
would consist of a certain number of senators
and SAFC members, along with the top six or
eight PFO organizations in terms of membership
or budget.
This council would oversee the distribution of
PFO funds up to a certain amount--say $500-with any larger expenditure needing SAFC
approval.
There are many advantages to the formation of
a new council. Already, the PFO comes to SAFC
each week with numerous requests, and under ·
the new plan, the PFO council could take care of
most of these, leaving SAFC free to handle bigger
budget concerns.
Furthermore, the greatest advantage would be
to give the smaller student organizations a
chance to be represented, to handle some of the
SAF monies.
The Student Senate should take a look at this
proposal, before the arguments and the
controversy enupts.

The Times

r.

Gee, we\·e made The New York Times.
In its "Selective Guide To Colleges," UNH is
ranked with 264 other colleges on its academics,
quality of life and social activity. As the saying
goes, there are some good news and some bad
news.
The good news is that UNH receives praise for
its excellent writing and engineering program,
and is .called a ''focal point" for partying.
The bad new is depressinj;!ly redundant, with
the Dimond Library correctly being called
"small and strapped," but surprising that not

more was mentioned about UNH's generally
rotten financial shape.
John Hose, executive assistant · to Pres.
Handler, may have a point when he questions
the book's accuracy.
After all, in the piece about UNH, the Durham
campus is mysteriously transported to the
middle of the White Mountains, and the Society
Advocating Natural Energy is called the Society
Advocating Nuclear Energy, a fairly large error.
But the point is that the report may be
influencing future applicants, who might not

want to go to a school where the libmty is small
and where incoming freshman may become
"lounge people."
News of the University's budget and its quality
of life tend to go beyond New Hampshire's
borders, and a book published by such a
prestigous newspaper has a lot of authority.
We may be lucky that they were sloppy in their
research. If a more realistic picture about UNH
had been written, the administration would
probably have more to worry about than having
Durham in the White Mountains.

Letters
Student Senate
To the Editor:
l\t last Sunda,·\ Student Senate
meeting a hill. to rc~cind the
International Student A~~ociation\
concept was passed. l\c ju~t iwt a
thing~ to say with rc~pcd· to tl;c Senate
and our concept. A~ to the Senate. a
hody that pas~cd a concept
unanimou~ly with ~ome ah~tcntion~
and two n10nth~ later gi,c~ a compktc
about turn c\'idcntl\' lacb the
ciihcrencc and dcci~i,'.cnc~~ in ih
dcci~ion~ that I wi~h it \\~ould ha,c .
And I ~ay that I wi~h \Lich a thing
hl'caU\C I am a ~tudcnt ~cnator mnclf.
and \CC hm, diflirnlt it i~ for a hod,·
rqnc~cnting 10.000 ~tudcnh to form :1
con~cnsu~ beyond the great ne\\ or
bringing music h.tnd~ to '"delight" our
car\.

k,,

A~ for the I.S.A .. I can defend ih
concept on many ground~. I feel ~orry
to sa\' that tho~c senator~ who can not
r i n d . a n y u 11 i 4 u Cn C:, ~ i n l h i ~
organi,ation must ha,c a paroL·hial
\'icv. or the v.orld ,cry deeply ingrained
in their mind~. Of course. the\' abo arc
thii~c that hmL· 11~)1 rcalitL·d· wt that
American student~ arc intcriiational
~tudcnh. in the same \\a\" forcil.!n
~tudcnh arc: hut mam· \lllliL'llh find
that ~uch a concc~\1011 i\ \lil.!1111\
• .
beyond their gra~p.
But I \\ ill al~o point out that ~tudcnh
\\ ho\C field of \tUd\ ma, include
forcign language~. political ~>~tem\ of
othl'r countric\. the hi\l1'\n of other
countric~. or\\ ho may he pi·cparing to
go abroad for a year. \,ho can find
~omc U\l'fulnc~\ in l.S.I\. And,, ho can
dcm that ~ome ma, he attraL·tcd h, thl'
idc,i ol ju~t mcctiiig dilkrL·nt typ~-\ of
pcopk'!
I ~till rl'all\ \\ondcr ju~t ho\\ mud1
L"mpha:-,i~ lllir !',tudent. organi,atiom
put on the L'dttcttional ,alue ol thl'ir
philo:-,oph>. >L'I I am fully :rnarc that a
1.!l'Cat majorit, h,nccnotf1.!hor~tuLhin!..!
;rnuc • th::,, a1:t: d\L'r ,,i111· thl'ir cla~~L·~·-

,tnd \\ ho~c major L'onccrn then .
It would ~ccm that the onl\' choice i~
become~ hccr a11d rock.punk. ncv.
hct wc_cn ,the present prc~stirL'-cookcr
wa,c. or whatc,cr. My hope i~ that a
lime Ira me and a detached exam period
kw may remain. with their heads high
that in effect rcmo,c~ Christma~
hcttcr
to
fornard
and their eyes looking
\'acation hy compelling studcnt~ to
thing~.
keep in rcadinl'ss for some timL' after
(icrn Mund
the end or classc\. The ,acation would
Prc~i~ki11. I.S.I\.
he in fact mcrel\' an L'Xlraordinaril,·
·
cll111gatl'd reading PL'riod.
The onl~' other proposed altcrnatiw
that I am aware of. hel.!inning cla!',!',C~
before Labor Day. seems to be totally
impractical hccau~c it interfere~ ,, ith
till· ahilit> of many ~tudL'llh L'mployl'd
hy ,ariou:-, ~cctor~ or the touri\t
indu~tn· to earn monc, had I\· needed in
·
thc~c diffirnlt timl'~. ·
ThL' a rt ick did not mcnt ion. and
therefore I a~~ume that there ha:-, hcl'n
·1o thl' l\litor:
no con~idcration oL thL· :-,o-called --4-1Thl' l·L'h. 9 edition\ article on a 4" calendar u:-,cd h, :-,oml' in~titution~.
propo:-,cd nc\\ acadl'mic L'akndar Thi:-, calendar attL:mph to :ncrt the
l.ahor Day-10-Chri~tma:-, time ~qucetL'
~tartl'd me thinkinl.! ahout an
altl'rnati,c to .lanuan 11nal~. Both the
h,· ~and,,ichinl.! l\\O ~cmL':-,tcr~ ~lil.!1111\
prc~ent and the pr~)po,cd calendar :-,lirunkL'll in h1~th lcn!!th and \\ork.loa~l
ha,c ~nioti:-, dra,,haL·k:-,. ahkl,· around an approxin;atcl> lour-,,ccklong onc-cour:-,L' :-,L':-,~ion :-,imilar in
outlined in thl' article. \\ hid1 ca11111;1
nature to an inten:-,i\ c :-,umml'r :-,dwol
trul> hl' m crrnml' h> juggling holiday
.~L·:-,:-,ion .
and rca~lin~ da~ plTimb.

Calendar

The purpo~c of thi~ letter. in addition
to pointing out the cxi~tcncc or the --4_

1-4" altcrnati\'c, is to offer a radical
conn·pt that ma,· or ma\' not be
acccptahlc-- or woi·kahlc. Who said all
~cmcmstcrs arc nc.1tcd c4ual'? Why
couldn"t the fall \Cmcstcr\ length he
red ucl'd h,· a week or so with the
lengthening ofThanksgi, ing hrcak and
the addition of more reading days. with
a corresponding reduction in full-time
nHlr~L' load~-- the minimum from 12 to
l I or 10. thc normal from 16 to 14.and
the usual maximum from 20 to IX'!
The spring semester than would be
lcngthcnL'd h\' a lair-\itcd rcdul'tion in
the length ()f thl' ,acation hl't\\L'cn
~L'mcstcr~ and a latl'r ending and
Commencement in Ma,· ( ju:-,t before
Memorial I>a,·). and the· fail reduction
in full-time n;ur~c loath balanced h, a
corrc~ponding i1H.'l'L'a~L'. It i~ im
undcr~tandinl.! that nw\l untkr!!radtiate cour~L':-, 'arc 4 nedih. a· :-,mall
numhn a rl' J. and le\\ a re 5 -- ta ken a\ 4
plu~ I.
·1 he ahml' cakndar prnpmal \\OUld
prohahl,· requirl' a ~uh:-,tantiall,· lar!!L'r
. nun1bn : or .1- and pL'rhap~ 2--amf' 1-
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Posta ge and sanity due
By· Brendan DuBois
Sometimes I'm scared of getting the qiail.
One of thefew~•perks"in working at a newspaper
is getting tons of mail each week, since newspapers
are invariably on hundreds of mailing lists. We get
the usual neat stuff: money, magazines, other
newspapers, and invitations to conferences in
Hawaii where suntanning and First Amendment
rights are discussed. But it's the mail we get from
strange places and even stranger people that
disturbs me. Each week we get three to five manila
envelopes that have .. Via Aerea" emblazoned on the
upper left hand corner. Inside is Granma, the
"Official Organ of the Central Committee · of the
Communist Party of Cuba."
Oops. I hope the Manchester Union Leader isn't
reading this. Honest, we don't subscribe, so you
can't accuse of of spending state money to

credit courses to be offered. I can
,isuali,c courses in a rnodular formal.
such as History 401. ha\'ing some
components broken off and offered as
scpcratc mini-t:ourses: but I frankly
don't know in how many departments
this could be done. or whether the
faculty would be willing to undertake
:,.uch a nmssin: realignment of course
credit .111d stnll·turc.
If any assistance to the effort to
improve the academic calendar is
rendered by this let1cr. it will h.1,e
scrwd its purpose.
Martin Jewett
Grmluate Student
lkpartn1ent of History

White racist
To the Editor:
He is a white rncist. .1 :,.pecialist on
apartheid. He ruled 0\1.'r a rl.'giml.' tlwt
modl.'lcd i(sclf on South Africa. that
:,.plendid nation dedicated to thl.'
proposition that ml.'n arl.' crc.1ted
unc4ual. He was ( i:,.) one of the world\
leading proponrnl!'I of the theory that
thl.' white man i:,. an inherently superior
kllo\\. He i:,. Mr. la n Smith. former
Prime· Mini:,.tcr of Zimbabwl.'. thcn
known a:,. Rhodc:,.ia.
A k\\ days ago sorm.· fril'nds ·and I
wcrl.' discussinc Mr. Ian Smith\ ,isit to
l l I\ H. schcdull.'tl' to tukl.' placc on thl.'
April I. Sincl.' thrn I ha,c hcl.'n trying to
figure out thl.' facts and implications.
Since he was going to spcak from a
scholar\ platform at l ll\H. what dol.'s
an international!\ rl.'tHl\\nl.'d sl.'lf.1cclaimcd racist speak ahout'! Tricks of

brainwash ourselves.
Besides, most of it's deadly dull. In journalism
class I was taught that the first story that appears at
the top of page one .is the most important. I don't
think Granma 's editors went to the same class I did,
not with a headline like .. Fidel Meets With
Dragoslav Markovic."
On the opposite end of the political spectrum, we
also get the newsmagazine of the World AntiCommunist League, based in Taiwan. I'm not too
sure what they do. They run a lot of articles
predicting the imminent fall of China, and they also
run a lot of pictures of people giving speeches to
each other, talking about the imminent fall of
China.
Again, we don't subscribe. I suppose they heard
about Granma and wanted to get equal time.
The scariest mail though, is the letters, because
they're more personal. You get the feeling of
somebody trying to contact you, but you're not too
sure you want to be contacted.
_Last week we got an envelope from a man_in New

the tradl.''! About a hcnc, olent white
rqiime cruelly destroyed by .1 small
minority of hlach pcr\'ertl.'d by
Marxist machinations'! Wlw not i1witc
thl.' members of the KKK'!·
Upon further rdkction. howc,cr. I
rcali1cd that Americans lul\·c a
tradition of allowing all weirdos to
spe,1k out: l\ew York Cit,. is tcstimom·
to that. Ven· well thl.'n." let the mai1
spc.ik. Pcrh,(ps some good ma,· come
out of it. Pcrh.ips we ma~· be ~1blc to
heller underst.ind the engines of
oppression. Perhaps it may gi\1.' us a
glimpse of pcrwrtl.'d minds and how
thl.'y opcrntc. Perhaps we would be able
to understand how tyrnnts and rogues
around the world l.'Xploit Americ.111
sl.'ntiml.'nt: by simply yelling
··Marxism" you g"·t-,, jn ,m cdi-,Hc
American rcsponsl.'.
You ,:an not fool all thl.' people ,Ill the
timc. a grl.'at Amcric,111 President said
more than a 1.·l.'illury ago. African
n.ition,tlists ha,c unceremoniousl,·
hundled Mr. Smith to the garb.igl.' bii1
of history: let us dose the lid.
K.G. Jayanath
lll\H Stud1.·nt

can see how delighted I was to tune in
my old receiver to WUNH.
Instead of beating the commercialized musak hits to death, WU1'1H
spins progressive tunes, and I mean
Progressive.
Not only is southern Maine the void
of non-commercial stations ( one with
the power to reach me, anyway) but it
~noears that New Wave never reached
the Pine Tree State. But thank Heaven
punk or new wave has found a home in
northern New England in the form of
your fine radio station.
Besides progressive programming, I
enjoy the folk and classical music that
is. offered. Local radio stations here
offer nothing more than the canned
sounds of Styx, Foreigner, and other
meaningless heavy metal bands, which
is boring. •·
"
·
I've been spreading the word around
here and quite a few people have been
tuning into WUNH, so keep up the
good work. And remember it's not New
Wave, it's Permanent Wave.
'
Thanks for listening and letting me,
like many other outcasts in this land of
commercialized crap, listen to WUNH.
Joel Barrett
Biddeford, Maine

Hampshire who sent us clippings of car prices cut
out of a newspaper. No cover letter. No pictures.
No explanation. Just the clippings.
I'm still trying to figure out what to do with them.
A month ago I got a letter from a man in
Cha-rlotte, North Carolina. The letter began simply,
asking me, as editor, if I kept a collection of
interesting editorials.
Fair enough
Then he began to explain to me how the Zionists
got together back in the l 940's and bombed Pearl
Harbor.
What do these people want?
I figure that most of this mail stems from
frustration of not being able to vent some sort of
deep-rooted anger, and the magazines are ]ust a
pitiful attempt to change my mind. Most of the
time I don't mind getting the mail. It does manage
to brighten up my day, either to amuse or confuse
me,
I hope they just keep on writing. Please don't
come and visit.

this past fall at UNH a Woodlands
Committee was formally established
.ind funded. This committee has broad
responsibility for recommending
policy. i.e. uses and restrictions. and
o\'crsccing the management of over
)XOO acrl.'s of forested land owned by
the University.
lhcsc lands presently provide for
opportunities of education. recreation.
wildlife. timber. research. and more for
students at this Uni\'crsity.
This committee is now specifically
rc\'icwing policy for our woodland
areas which we use the most (about
2.(X)O acres). It is important that our_
uses. assumptions. and expectations be
identified and addressed during this
process. We should ,·oic.-<: our concerns
.md dcsirl.'s for legitimate uses of our
. forest I.ind so that this information can
'be included in the planning process.
If genuinely concerned please write
by campus mail to: UN H Woodlands
Office. James Hall. Rm. 25.
Michael Scherer
Nory Parr
Dick Schondclmcicr
Mike Burke

their "Guiding Light" which shone
brightly for all of us to sec!
As you world turns" to other
achievements. we applaud each and
everyone of you! We applaud donor
and the the volunteers who gave you
such tender loving care.
W c were so very proud to be a pa rt of
you. You have made our program your
program and we nominate our very
dedicated ··Young and Restless" for an
"Emmy" for the best "Love Soap" of
the ycur!
.Jarry SteaftlS
Your Durham Red Cross
General Hospital Producer

Submit typed ..
letten
to. the

·Editor
in Room ,151

of ~e·MUB.
WUNH
To the Editor:
Thank God for WU NH radio. In this
land of commercial radio format and
fast talkin2 O.J.'s, I find WUNH a
refreshing change. Living here in
southern Maine, my choices ot rae110
stations are very limited.
Non-commercial radio stations have
always been at the top of my list, so one

P.S. You students at UNH don't realize
how lucky you are. If you have any
doubts, tune into stations up here in the
musical wasteland known as Maine.

Red Cross
To the Editor:
Our "General Hospital" rccci\'cd
much higher ratings from its viewing
audience than its \'idco counterpart
could c,·cr hope for!
I J49 of you pcrforml.'d "liw" and
ga\e 1244 pints of ··t.o, c in the
Afternoon·· to our patients! You Wl.'rc

Woodlands
To thl.' Editor:
I think it important to point out that

If you have Monday or Thursda y
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HATE WRITING HOME? -RIOT--<co~tinued from pag·e 1)

SUBSCRIBE
The New Hampshire$9 I Semster

Doing What you ~njoy
and

Send Check to:
The New Hampshire by Mail
Room 108, MUB
Durham, NH 03824
(On campus, no stamp needed)

Get_ting paid for it
Learn how to identify your
work interests and motivations

CUSTOM

T-SHIRT PRINTING

Wednesday, ·F ebruary 24
7 :00--8:30 PM
Sackett House (n~ini•dOrf!lS)

Businesses, clubs, organizations
Hats, totes, golf shirts,
sweatshirts
Many styles available
No order too small

3131 Lafayette Road
Portsmouth, N. H. 03801

PETER C. GREIDER
603-431-8319 .

ntel'ialactic

, me QUeST Of THe secReT CITY

·f

sweepsTA.Kes

Sestselle,I

Now that you've Hitchhiked Through the
Galaxy you'll need a
good place to eat.
Join Arthur Dent,
Ford Prefect, Trillian
and Zaphod Beeblebrox as they search
the cosmos for a decent cup of tea. Follow
the fantastic foursome
as they encounter
paranoid androids,
exi$tential elevators,
improbability drives
and 'kill-o-zap blaste~s.
How will it all end?
Will they find the
significance of gin
and tonic? Will they
find out the question
to the answer 42? Will
Restaurant sell over 1,000,000 copies and
get raves such as
"Inspired lunacy"
and "Uproarious bit
of nonsense"? Read

here'.s a city in Eur?Pe-you could travel there free.
So unravel these nddles, and uncover 1.ts kP'\J
""J·

Zip _ _ _ __

TO PLAY THE GAME:
Answer each of the riddles that will appear here each
week in February. Write your answer in the blanks below
each riddle. The letters with numbers below them correspond to the numbered spaces in the master key. As you
fill in the letters of the master key, you will be spelling the
name and location of a secret city in Europe. Send us
the solution, and you and a friend could win a trip there, free.
TO ENTER SWEEPSTAKES:
1. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.
2. Grand Prize consists of two regular round-trip economy airfares
to the secret city, 30-day Eurail passes, American Youth Hostel
passes, two backpacks and $1000 in cash.
3. Cut out master key for use as official entry blank or use 3" x 5"
card. Print your answer along with your name and address. Mail
to Secret City Sweepstakes, P.O. Box 6018, Norwalk, CT 06852.
4. The first 1,000 correct respondents will receive a poster as an
entry prize.
5. All entries must be received by 3/15/82. Enter as often as you
~ wish, but each entry must be mailed separately.
6. A random drawing of all correct entries will be held 3/22/82 by
the Highland Group, an independent judging organization whose
decision is final.
7. Sweepstakes void where prohibited, taxed or otherwise restricted.
8. All potential winners may be required to sign an affidavit of eli-'
gibility to verify compliance with the rules within 30 days of receipt
of same. For a list of prize winners, send seli-addressed, stamped
envelope to Secret City Sweepstakes c/o Highland Group, 16
,,.. Knight St., Norwalk, CT 06851.
~
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WHAT.AM I?

Restaurant at the End
of the Universe.

__ The- .
Restaurant,
attheEndo1
the Univers!

I work all day

and through the dark of night,
So strong
.
and yet so frail when, love does leave,
Whenl stop,
I cause alarming fright,
I swell with pride
and cause a chest to heave.
2

14

n

10, 6

(Answer to Week #3 Riddle: TEACHER)
-.:-;.

-&yDOUGLAS
ADAMS .

~-- -

4eNeRAL FOODS® lNTeRNATIONAL COffees
MAKe GOOD COMPANY.

© General Foods Corporation 1982.

(

N.H. ~RINTWORKS

Program Sponsored by
Career Planning & Placement Service

_-

"I walked over to see what was
going on. My roommate (Steve
Pasquariello) works at the
Franklin. The next thing we knew,
the police asked us to help them
out in breaking up the fight,"
McKeon said.
McKeon described the main
fight as '"two or three against
seven." He said he saw two persons
bleeding from the face.
One obser.ver from Sub Stop,
who wished to remain anonymous,
described the fight as violent from
both sides.
Lt. Vittum said the· maximum
penalty for the two arrested will be
$ 100 if they are found guilty.
"If they had not desisted when
we told them to, it would have been
a misdemeanor punishable by a
$1,000 fine, or a year in jail, or
both."

c~IIII
•llli·tltF
OENEAAI. Rl008

·

A Main Selection of'the
Literary Guild's Science
Fiction Book Club
$7:95, now at your bookstore
H•A•R•M•O•N•Y B•O•O•K•S
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Arts &·Features
Student film· festival satirical, diverse, and worthwhile
However, the festival's length
By Elizabeth Terry
did not take away the charm and
About 150 lively talkative film
talent of its films.
buffs sat munching buttery
The program got off to a good
popcorn and sipping tastless grape
start with multi-talented Paul
soda while they watched an
Gould's _"Fluid Drive"; a short
amusing and inspiring program of
flick depicting a spastic surfer's
films at the Student Film Festival
perilous falls and swoops in fast
1last
in Murkland Hall
motion.
night.
Most of the films were satirical
Both viewers and Student Film
and many had themes of people
Organization ,_coordinators felt
dreaming up terrible nightmares of
that the Festival received a good
sawed off hands and knife carrying
turnout and that many students
men in black hats.
were enthusiastic about becoming
There were quite ·a· few bloody ·
involved in filmaking. - -- - murders and even a muddy
Many just came for the fun of it
monster (in Louis Morneau's
though, like the crowd of students
I ran into who said they· thought "Nightmare".), who stalked a
paranoid U.N.H. photographer all
the festival was "dynamite."
The films were· worth seeing, around campus.
Especially funny was Sumner
although the program lasted
longer than it should have running Thompson and Randy Ford's well
from seven o'clock to around nine titled "Dr. Jekyl and Mr. Hyde" in
which two boys swallow potions in
thirty. Had it been an hour shorter,
it might have kept more people a chemistry lab and one proceeds
_ to turn into a girl. The girl is then
interested to its end.

Though most of the films were.
Bobo, a hobo who has five minutes
chased all over campus by her
to make his two mile trip to work, · funny and shot with themes that
suddenly sexually-enflamed male
takes every possible shortcut in were easy to fall back on, there
friend. When he finally nails he-r to
order to make it there on time. His were a few well-done documenthe wall in a heated embrace she
shortcuts get him into situations taries in the group.
turns back into a boy. It got quite a
Paul _ 9ou!_Q, _ showin~J1j§_
reminiscent of those of the Three
good laugh from everyone.
Another thigh slapper was Paul · Stoges complete with car crashes
FILMS, page 16
Nicoloff's, "Bobo Goes To Work". _and flips in mid-air.
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The Boston Museum Trio..;: (Mike Kaplan photo)

Boston trio perforlllsworks -hy CPE -B ach _ _

Louis Morneau, chairman of the Student Film Organization. (Tim
Skeer photo)

The Boston Muse um Trio
performed a program of works by
Carl Phillipp Emanuel Bach
Saturday night in the Granite State
room.
The group, comprised of Daniel ·
Stepner. violin. Laura Jeppeson,
viola da gamba, and John
Gibbons. harpsichord uses
original period instruments for a
style that is smoother and less
biting than similar contemporary
. groups who approach the roccocco
style with great intensity.
C.P.E. Bach, the second son of
Johann Sebastian, was harpsichordist to Frederick 11 of Prussia.
· His style differs from his father's in

its sensitivity. The emotions of .
· C.P.E. Bach dart and r.ush from
one extreme to another.
The pieces performed Saturday
evening illustrated the range of
styles in Bach's works. The solo
gamba "Sonata in D major"( 1746)
reflects a strong baroque influence
while the "Sonata for Clavier
Violin in C major" ( 1776) seems to ·
foretell the change in this era to a
more romantic style.
The trio played with expertise
and · great virtuosity, but the
sounds of the harpsichord
dominated the evening. Only in the
middle sonatas of each half of the
program (the gamba and violin

Sex- it's everywhere. It's in stores waitin& to jump
out at you in a pair of Calvin Kleins. Its on TV
hidden in a bottle of Shalimar perfume. It's on the
radio singing harmony for the Kinks.
Sexual promiscuity has become a fad. Even •nice'
girls can be seen spreading themselves around
between two or three different guys on a single
weekend. Sexual activity is easily accepted and very
much expected- there's a Jot of pressure on those of
us who aren't quite sure.
Man~'., wish ,they h~d waited, _tong~r to lo~e lheir
•'

•

•

►
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The event was sponsored by the
UN H Celebrity Series, and
although ticket sales were not high,
it is hoped that the series will
continue to bring groups of this
caliber to campus.

by Colleen Berry

Sex--it's everywhere ....
·•shave your pubic hair into a heart" was a
recommendation made to Virgos by the October
issue of Playgirl Magazine. The other day
Cosmopolitan instructed me on ••How to Become
the Perfect Lover: for all the men in your life";
included in the article were examples of the latest in
lingerie. witty remarks and coy mannerisms.
Not only do these · magazines condone sex. they
promote it and supply directions; how to put what
where and exactly when.

sonatas) were the talents of th~
~c.>tncr musicians highlighted . A
selection in which all three
instruments were simultaneously
featured would have strengthened
this particular repertoire.
The Boston Museum Trio,
undoubtably one of the finest
contemporary chamber groups in
existence presented a beautiful
evening of music.

.
go.
·~Jf yo'!. want to capture someone's attention just
whisper.
•• All my men wear English Leather or they wear
_
nothing at all .... ··The art of being a woman is knowing when not
to be too much of a lady"... cute is definitely out.
Now we're seductive.
Well, I'm not about to shave my pubic hair into a
heart- it's not my style. If that's wliat it takes to be
appealing forget it. Besides, it would be too prickly
growing out.
And I'm not going to go to work •sans panties' or
attempt to strap myself mto one of those •push rrie
up and together bras' every morning; so what if I
don't have cleavage'? I'll survive.
It's sad to think that there are women, and many
of them, who feel pressured to be sexy. Personnally,
if I'm not considered seductive or erotic, that's
okc:1y. I'm perfetly happy to remain •cute' and
•wholesome .
I'd rather b~ a,I\ ! ory girl than Care~.

virginity. but were too wrapped up m the so-called
glamour of it all. Expecting a transition from a
frumpy. inexperienced, college freshman into a ·
glowing. captivating sorceress, they are
disappointed to wake up a rumpled mess-half
dressed, smeared mascara, stringy hair and kind of
sweaty.
Today a physical relation~hip is portrayed as an
impersonal hobby: the emotional experience seems
long forgotten.
Whatever happened to bike rides, long walks in
the moonlight, endless games of monopoly. and
handholding? The closest men today come to
serenading a woman is a little grab here or and
obnoxious ninch somewhere else.
How about getting to know t~e g~y first? To hell
with ruining the mystery and mtngue- I want to
know more than the guy's measurements before I
bounce into bed with him.
These days magazines. TV. and other forms of
media, imply that foolin~ _around is the only way to
~>.
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Is SCOPE providing UNH with what ·it wants?
Studen ts at UNH prefer rock and roll
By Darryl Cauchon
and Matt Purwinis
Most students at UNH prefer
rock ·and roll music and want
Bruce Sj,r1ngsteen to perform
here.
A poll conducted by The New
Hampshire last week of 611
students showed the wide range of
tastes students at UNH have in
music and possibly the difficult
task SCOPE (Student Committee
on Popular Entertainment) has in
trying to reach them all.
Although Springsteen, The
Police: The Grateful Dead, and the
Go-Go's topped the poll with 242
votes, the remaining 369 were
extremely varied .
The B-52's, Billy "Crash"
Carter, John Denver, Adam and
the Ants, Poco, and The Ramones
were among the 79 groups or
individual performers who
received ten votes or less.
Answers such as The Rolling
Stones and The Who were termed
••unrealistic" to poll-takers and
were not accepted.
The overall look however,
indicated that the majority of
students prefer basic rock and roll ·

over new wave, reggae, soft rock
and heavy metcll.
Classifying people with types of
music was difficult. Some women
voted for hard rock while a ·
number of men wanted a soft rock
performer to come to UNH.
Student enthusiasm to
participate in the poll was high and
many students:: wanted to cast
more tha-n one vote. Most found
deciding on one group difficult but
stopped to consider the question.
Students approached polltakers when they heard from other
students what the poll consisted of.
-It seemed to the poll-takers that
there is a high interest from
· students concerning the groups ·
brought to UNH, and that
students wish to have their say.
Comments such as "Oh, 1 don't
know, there are so many groups,"
"l can't pick just one," and
"An.ything but new wave," were
heard several times.
The poll was conducted in front
of Christensen Hall, Huddleston,
the Dimond library, and the MU B
and asked about an even number
of men and women.
Reporters from The New

Hampshire conducted the survey
at different times but dual voting is
probably few if any.
Not listed but receiving seven .
votes each were Foreigner, The
Allman Brothers and Jeff Beck.
Billy Squier, The Ramones,
Blondie (Debbie Harry), and REO
Speedwagon got ~ix votes each
while AC/ DC, Bob Dylan,
Santana, and Linda Ronstadt got
five.
Receiving four votes were The
Outlaws, Albert & B.B. King,
Heart, Styx, Bonnie Raitt, Joan
Armatrading, and Pat Methany.
The Clash, The Tubes, The
Marshall Tucker Band, Joni
Mitchell and The Pousette-Dart
Band got three.
Twelve groups got two votes
each and 41 groups got one.
One additional vote was allowed
for the student surveyed in front of
Christensen Hall who insisted on
both Beaver Brown and a group
called VD and the Carriers.
The poll described.in this article
and appearing on this page was
conducted by New Hampshire
reporters Kevin Sousa, Matt
Purwinis, and Darryl Cauchon.

,Why SCOPE can't bring
the groups you want
Who is SCOPE looking at for the Spring Semester? "We are
looking very closely at Charlie Daniels, other choices are King
Crimson, Marshal Tucker, Graham Parker, and Doug and the
.
_
Slugs," Carle says.
And to a lesser extent Loverboy and Quarter Flash. Carle said
almost all the names brought up in the polls would be impossible for
one reason or another. Some of the examples along with his
comments:
. THE POLICE: "$55,000 the biggest capacity is 3,500. We can only
subsidise an individual concert for $8,000. It would mean a $12 to
$15 ticket.
THE GOGOs:"Tried, but they dropped their tour to go back
in the studio."
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN : "MAKING $100,000 A NIGHT!"
THE CARS: "Only play in 10,000 .seat arenas."
JETHRO TULL and-GENESIS: "Not touring until summer."
One major band on the polls that SCOPE tried very hard to
get was the GRATEFUL DEAD, but the figures on this band sp~ak
for themself:
$25,000: For the band itself.
$7,500: For lights and sound.
$ 1000: For hospitality.
$2,500: For the agent.
$1,200: For a new bigger stage.
$1,200: UN H generator not big enough, need to rent one.
Police, Fire Dept., ticket distribution.
The only feasible way to get The Dead to UNH is to have an
outdoor concert in the Stadium. But The Dead won't do it unless the
University puts up a fence.

.

Response s to a musical
entertain ment poll

1

What type of music would you like SCOPE to bring to UNH?
ROCK -244
NEW WAVE -78
SOFT ROCK -46
HEAVY METAL -34
SOUTHERN ROCK -26
REGGAE -13
JAZZ-7
BLUE GRASS -7
COUNTRY -5
CLASSICAL -5

Do you think SCOPE is doing the best job they can in reaching the
majority of the students?
DO -277
DON'T -56
DON'T KNOW -40
. What group or performer would you most like to see come to
' UNH?
Bruce Springsteen -85
The Police -71
The Grateful Dead -50
The Go-Go's -36
The Cars -26
· Neil Young -22
The J . Geils Band -19
Journey -18
Tom Petty (And The Heartbreakers) -18
Genesis -14
Pat Benetar - 14
The Kinks -13
Jethro Tull -13
Jackson Browne -I I
James Taylor -I I
The Charlie Daniels Band -9
Billy Joel -8

---F ILM S-- (continued from page 15)
versatility of ideas, did a wonderful
documentary on children,
appropriately titled "Kids." His
roving camera followed a group of
kindergarten kids through a day of
activities while quiet singing and
guitar music was played in the
background .
He captured all of the
youngsters many charms well and .
viewers were impressed.
Beth Connors' .. Sunset, .
Moonrise", was a sensitive
documentary of an aging couple
who "can't imagine each other
being alone." Connor had the
couple talking throughout the film
and showed them walking the halls
of their nursing home together.
Johanathan Blake's "Self
Portrait" showed him painting a

picture of himself and changing the
colors of his face and hair at least
twenty times , proving that
Jonathan just doesn't know what
he looks like.
After the festival, students, a few
faculty members, and Student
Film Organization members hung
around talking about the films and
other interests.
Louis Morneau coordinator of
the event was pleased at the
number of r.eople who came to the
Festival and seemed optimistic
about the organization's future.
•Tm aware of the fact that a lot
of people left early-I tried to
shorten the program," he said,
.. but there was definitely a good
response .to .the films."

Carle says that SCOPE faces difficulties
By Kevin Sousa
Is SCOPE (Student Committee
on Popular Entertainment)
providing for the vast musical
interests of the student body at
U.N.H.?
This question was asked of
about 500 randomly choosen
students, and the answer was a
resounding yes.
One just has to look at the recent
diversity in concerts to see why:
The J. Geils Band, The Pretenders,
South Side Johnny, Jesse
Winchester and Face to Face.
As Dave Carle, the president of
SCOPE, put it: "We try to
diversify and hit all " crowds
because we are funded by all the
students".
And to add to SCOPE's
diversity in musical styles is its
reputation with t_he music
business. An example would be the
James Taylor concert in which
Taylor's representatives actually
requested that he play at UNH.
And a more recent example would
be the surprising move of getting
the J. Geils Band, one of the
hottest acts in the country, at a
price of $12,500 (a college in Mass.
just paid them over double that
figure.)
This reputation is important, for
as the concert business continues
to skid, university organizations
such as SCOPE are going to ·
become a major outlet for big
name bands on promotional tours.
"This year at the NECAA
, National Music Conference all the
major agencies that book bands
were there, in stark contrast to
previous years," Carle says. As
costs go up more bands will be
using universities than ever before.
So how does SCOPE choose
these bands?
Carle used the example of The J.
Geils Band concert on how the
process works: . "My job as
president of SCOPE is to contact
the agencies ·in New York usually
on Tuesdays when they have their
meetings to see who is avai-lable."
"The bands that are available
are brought to the committee, and
if time permits informal polls are
taken throughout the dorms,
dining halls, and the MUB," he
said.
"If things go in the positive
direction SCOPE brings it to
SAFC (Student Activity · Fee
Council). if they approve the
bid (how much they'll pay the
band) it is sent to the _agency

David Carle, president of SCOPE. (Tim Skeer photo)
Another problem that SCOPE
representing the band, in this case
has .in bringing performers to
J. Geils," he said. Decisions on
UN H is the Athletic Department's
which bands will come is usually
priority of Snively Arena and the
made from these student polls,
Field house which leaves SCOPE
SCOPE and SAF.
with only Sat. and Sun.-the time
SCOPE's ·attempts at formalized polls usually fail due io little most in demand by other major
response from students, ballot halls, for performers. Also because
stuffing (in once case there were 50 of the ice Snively is off limits from
ballots for Genesis all written with Oct. thru March.
"Then you have the problem of a
the same green pen) and because of
the bidding process, there is more limited amount of money for each
concert," Carl pointed out,"Udisappointment when things fall
Mass has a $5 concert tax on their
through within three weeks of each
tuition bill. With a $200,000
other.
Another problem was the ticket budget they can afford more major
distribution process particularly bands."
There are many problems
with The J . Geils Band . Carle
responded: "It is University policy SCOPE faces in getting bands to
that the ticket booth in the MU B UNH.
Yet despite these difficulties
be the only place SCOPE may sell
tickets. We had people there and SCOPE continues to bring top
the police knew about it but no- entertainment to an area
one had any idea that people (Southern N.H.) that would
would be lining up at 3:00 the day probably have been ignored
otherwise. SCOPE has gained the
before."
"To alleviate this problem in the respect of the music community,
future we are looking at Saturday and as universities become more
distribution, mail orders, and important UNH will become a
forbidding students from sleeping · major outlet for bands touring the
East.
out." he said.
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Oedipu s: traditio n, innova tion
Sophocle s' tragedy opens tonight

I

By Todd Irvine
Those eyes. They've been
watching you all over campus,
staring at you, with only one word
to explain their presence.

Oedipus.

in this production arc doing the
same. Edwards explained, "Masks
arc the quickest way to get from
the real world to the world of
, myth, nightmares. and the
subconscious. A puppet has
something to tell us because it's not
human, but still has an aspect of
the human condition we can relate
making a mistake unintentionally.'v to."
It's like The Trial of Fram Kalka: ·
The image of the puppet led to
Joseph K. knows that be is guilty,
another unusual aspect of this
but doesn't know what he is guilty
production: each character is
of, and he nc\'cr finds out,"
portrayed by two people instead of
Edwards continued.
one. One actor dons the mask and
"Oedipus commits a crime
costume, doing all the movement
without knowing what he has
for the character, while another
done, and he doesn't find out until
actor is his shadow, acting as his
after he has been found guilty."
VOICC.
l.ast ye.ar Edwards was the coThis style was derived from two
director (with Jeffrey B. Martin) of
sources . "One was .Japanese
the Uni\'crsity's production of
puppet theater, where the puppet
Hamlet. "About a year ago I
movers stand behind each
decided--" said Edwards, 'Tm 53
character. Although the face of the
years old, I've got about twelve
puppeteer is visible, the puppet is
years left working in the Johnson , clearly dominant." said Edwards.
"Last year the Theater of the
T.hcater--l'm going to do all the
Deaf performed here. While deaf
masterpieces I've always wanted to
do. That's why last year I did
actors made the movements,
Hamiel, and this ye_a r when we
speaker stood to one side of them
were looking around for a Greek
and supplied words in \'oicc and
play, I decided to do Oedipus. This
sign language.".
way I get to do all the classics, and
This version of Oedipus was
it\ also good exposure for the
translated from the ancient Greek
students who work on them."
by William Butler Yeats. "When
In the original Greek theater the
Robert Hapgood (UNH Professor
of English) and · 1 sat down," sid
actors wore mask...:~•-'~nd t)1~ actors
of this production, "and through
the ages it's been looked at that
way. It's a play of profound
fascination, in which the detective
discovers that he is the thief. It is
the surface detective who discovers
his criminal inside."
"This is a play which is at the
depth of every person's nightmare-

What do they sec'? The irony.of
the eyes is that they sec nothing.
Oedipus. the tragedy by Sophocles
which opens tonight in the
Johnson Theater of the Paul
Creative Arts Center, is the stor)1
of a man who is blind while he still
has his sight.
The plot of the play begins to
unfold many years before the
~urtain rises. Laius, King of
Thebes, is warned by a prophet
that he will be murdered by his
own child. Not wanting this to
happen, he takes his tl?rcc day old
son and dumps him in the
wilderness to die.
However. the child (Oedipus)
docs not die, and is rescued by a
herdsman and raised in Corinth.
One day in Corinth. a prophet tells
Oedipus that he will murder his
father and marry his mother.
Since the thought revolts him,
he fices Corinth (he docs not know
_ he is a native Theban) and comes
to Thebes. His old home town is
being ravaged by the Sphinx.
The Sphinx asks men a riddle.
and when they cannot answer it,
she cats them. Oedipus happens
along. and the Sphinx pops the
questions: What animal has four
legs in the morning, two in the . Photos (clockwise from top): designer Wanda Karolczak holds
afternoon. and three at night?
masks; director Jon Edwards; Erica Demme and Scott Wilson (right)
Oedipus ~111swcrs, "Man. who
as Creon; composer Larry 'Flash' Allen with Edwards. (Carolyn
crawls on all fours as a baby, walks
Blackmar photos)
·
on two legs as an adult. and uses a
cat'll; as an old man."
Her riddle answered, the Sphinx
goes a way, and the people of
Thebes arc so grateful they crown
Oedipus king ( Laius by this time
has kicked the bucket, seemingly
proving the prophet wrong).
Oedipus has a few good years, but
then a plague ha ppcns a long, as
plagues arc wont to do, and
Oedipus sends to an Oracle for
ad\'icc. This is where the play
begins.
Of all the extant Greek
tragedies. Oedipus is easily the
most rccogni1ablc and popular.
Freud used the Oed1jms myth in
his dc\'clopmcnt of modern
psychiatry. Why is it this tragedy,,
more than any other, that seems to
touch so many people'?
"Aristotle used Oedipus as an
example of the perfect play,"
explained John Edwards. director _

Edwards, "of the seven or eight
translations we looked at, the
Yeats was the most eloquent, the
easiest to speak, and was less
archaic than more recent
•translations.
Since ·everything in Oedipus ·
happens offstage, and is reported
to the audience, I felt we needed
something with a real sense of
heightened language."
Peter Dunbar and Kevin
. McDonough workc~ together to ·
create two roles, those of Tiresias
and of the comic messenger. In
both cases, Dunbar supplies the .
voice while Mc Dono ugh docs the
movement.
"From the beginning of
rehearsal_. we all worked in pairs,"
' said Dunbar. "At first we'd go off
on our own, work something up,
then bring it back to sec if it
worked. It became a two way
thing: the speaker would say ,
something that would inspire the
mover, and vice versa.
·
"It got to a point where things
were really finely tuned. At first we
bumped into each other a lot, but
then ca-ch of_ us bcga n to
instinctively know what the other
was going to do ." •
"I know he's going to change
something before he docs it," said
McDonough.
"The masks play such an
important role in this show," said
McDonough. "The slightest
movement is important to the life
of the character. One of the
actresses in the company observed
that the voice comes from the
speaker, goes into the movc,~~~nd

,
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out through the mask."
The final, and perhaps largest,
aspect that separates this Oedipus .
from others is its use of eerie,
synthesized music. The original
score was written by Larry" Flash"
Alkn.
"Actually," said Allen, "a lot of
it was stuff I'd written earlier. And
I can't · say enough about the
musicians I've been working with,
they've contributed a lot too . Jo
Whitney (a member of the
. speaking chorus) wrote ninety
· percent of one of her songs."
"Edwards and I discussed rock
music in a show like this. I'd done
something similar with George
Kaiser's Morn To Mtdnight
several years ago. The music here is
very well int~grated--it's part of the
meat of the play."
"I took the traditional approach
to the odcs--1 tried to delineate the
stanzas. It's a very impressionistic
thing, in regard to how rock may
have been done in ancient Greece.
The music is very primitive. I
occasionally used some ancient
Greek modes. The main point was
.to try to get the music to
underscore, and work with the
action."
"All the odes
wrote arc
original, with the exception of the
second. That one uses a very basic
rock riff, one that is used in a lot of
songs. The Doors were a very big
reference to all this."
"The music is-very important to
the play," Edwards said. "Like the .
masks, it was used by the ancient
Greeks. It acts as an envelope
around the play."

i (,,_... l . _, lf•1\,l =:i:li-> .~
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(continued from page 4)
Absolutely, I don't think there's any
question about the fact that the real future
of this staate is in the hands of the people
who are on the campuses now.
Somehow you've got to make your
voices heard and get people to understand
that what we're interested in is not crawling
into our caves and clutching our little ba·gs
of gold to our bosom but that we want to
make some investments, so that 10 and 20
years down the road this is going to be a
bigger and better place to live.
You've got to start speaking out. I mean
one of the things that higher education
used to do a lot more effectively than it's
doing now was it used to be a critic. A
social critic:
And it's got to get back to that. You just
can't let these people who are over the hill
poison the public way of thinking about
this.
_

Was Jack of contact with students and .
faculty a problem during your stay here?
It sure was .
Was it being out here in Lee? "-.
The plain truth is that, no matter how
ybu slice it, a president has to really be
number one on their campus and when a
chancellor starts walking around on a
campus meeting with faculty and students,
inevitably, you set up a situation where the
chancellor can be guilty of overruling or
second-guessing.
So what really happens is an agreement
that the presidents will run their campuses
and the chancellor will run the University
System and neither one will tread grass on
the other's turf.
Which is fine except that what happens
is that the chancellor ends up becoming
relatively isolated from studenns and
faculty. Now not totally so, because I
found that in addition to being chancellor,
I also had the opportunity to be dean of the
School for Lifelong Learning, and that
puts me in constant contact with those

learners.
But they are a little different group of
learners. They are older people. I've been
relatively isolated from the typical
undergraduate students .and I suppose it
depends on how you're made up.
·
No.w the way I'm personally made up,
my reward system is such that I get my
personal reward from the kind of
intellectual exchanges that go on between
studenns and faculty and I want to be part
of that.

You didn't leave in 1980 for Colorado
State University because we had two new
presidents. ls it safe now?
Yes, I think both the new presidents
have had enough time in office so they have
a real good feel for New Hampshire, a real
good feel for their campuses, and I'm
comfortable, morally comfortable, that it's
a go·od time to change chancellors.

If there's one thing you could te/J today's
- student, what would it be?

That knowledge is power. that in terms.
of your own personal development there's
nothing that's going to mean as much to
you as pushing your intellectual talents as
far as you can push them.
Eventually, that represents not only
your personal fulfillment but that's the way
you can move the country, that's the way
you're going to make the biggest
contribution to the brotherhood of man,
that's the only way we're really going to be
able to fly .
Unless this world pretty soon accepts the
concept that there is no existence except
through a brotherhood.

How do you view today's faculty and
students?
Actually, I'm a little bit upset about
·some of the publicity because what I think
has happened is that people are making
measures of some absolutes in some unabsolute areas.

Because those measures maybe don't
compare as high as they had at some
point in the past then they're reaching
conclusions.
I don't think that's the case. Now what I
think has really happened to us is that over
. _the last several decades there's been a
variable information explosion in that afl
kinds of new disciplines and new areas of
information has converged _o n us.
What's happened is that in an effort to
become conversive in all these areas,
people haven't specialized as much in what
is called the basics.
So there's really two questions. One
question is 'Do people score as well in a
math SAT.' That's a reasonable question
but it's a long way short of giving you a
complete answer on how students
compare.
The other important question is in terms
of being well-informed, well-rounded
citizens of the world. How does today's
students compare? They're the best we ever
had. They know more about more things.
They know more about more cultures.
They are more aware.
So if you will, I'd like to take that and
from a stand . point of historical
perspectives, international perspectives,
wholistic perspectives, say they're the best
ever.
In terms of some of the quanititative
measures of how well they do . on
mathematical calculations I think we've
got to admit, however grudgingly, that
they don't do as well. But if you go back to
a time when there were only a few areas.
Like my alma mater is Rutgers. That was
started as Queens College ten years before
the revolution in this country. I happen to
have soine of the early curriculum from
Queens College and there were only three
or four things you could study. You could
study Greek, you could study Hebrew, you
could study the Bible. There were no such
thihng as sciences. They just didn't exist. so
of course they were better in Greek and

Hebrew, to hell, they didn't have anything
else to spend their time on.
I think young people today take a bad
rap from people who start off with
unwanted assumptions and reach illogical
conclusions.

Do you think the position of chance/Jo,
can be abolished or is it a necessity to the
University System?
As I came here on the first of July in 1975
and in October of 1975 there was a
representative named Roderick O'Connor
who introduced a bill to abolish the office
of chancellor. That bill has been
reintroduced every year since I've been
here and that happens in a lot of states and
I think it's healthy.

Do you think now that you 're leaving
might be taken a little more seriously to
abolish the position?
There. is absolutely no way that the
House will ever pass such a bill. I think
you'll find that Senator Monier introduced
it and he has a personal vendetta. W~
forced his resignation from the University
System, there's no secret about that.

And thats why Monier is always
fighting against the University System?
He'sjustnotafriend. Hehashisre~sons. ~-

Can a qualified chancellor be attracted
to the University System?
Of course, right now there's mariy
people out ,there who have the kind of
personal values so that they would jump at
the opportunity to improve a system that
involves opportunity for personal.development for 25,000 people. Why not?

· Do you plan to take a vacation in June?
It depends on how things go here. If the
legislative session is such that I can in good
conscious take off some time in June I'd
love too. But as you know the last
legislative session ended at midnight of
June 30.

MUB BOARD OF

PRINT SAL·E

GOVERNORS
Space Allocation in Process.

Feb. 22,23,24
9 a.m.-4 p.m.

All Recognized
Student Organiz~tions look
for applications distributed

East/West Lounge
of Memorial Union
•

I

Sponsored by Student

Activities Office

1n Room 126, MUB

Tuesday, February 25.

Applications must be returned
Monday, March 8
in B.O.G. mailbox in 324 MUB.
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---------ROOMS--------any different from any other··
_
room," Page says.
Unlike Lincoln and Mason who
are comfortable in their own
. precise setting, these two are
content with theirs.
., "People are always complaining
about their rooms. We have to live
here. There's enough pressure
from the work. We need to have a
place to relax," says Bennett.
One of the most eye-boggling
rooms belongs to sophomore
Xochi Blymyer and senior Sheila
Morris of McLaughlin Hall.
Posters of foreign countries
plaster their walls and ceiling,
1
leaving a closed-in' effect.
"You wouldn't want to leave
them (the walls) bare because they
are all marked," says Blymyer.
The ceiling isn't completely
covered, however, and bottle cap
marks and name carving can still
be seen.
"I could sit here and keep busy
looking at the walls, so I go to the
library to study," Blymyer said.
A wicker chair decorates one
corner while a corner doubleloft
occupies the other. There are
plenty of plants with original
hangers like old disco sashes.
A room does not have to be
expensive, either, to look terrific,
according to Blymyer.
"I made the pillows over Christmas break from material l
got -from K-Mart at $1.00 a year. ·

( continued from page 3)
while talking, then crashed."
squeezed in is stereo,
Also
a
at
The drapes I got for _$1.97
· The colonialism is updated by a
sidewalk sale." The drapes and refrigerator and television.
The most extravagant room on ,stereo, a rack of skis, a very soft
pillows were anything but cheapcampus has to be juniors Jeff · cushiony couch called a slol!ch,
looking though.
and another loveseat.
Blymyer said her room was so Friedrich's and Chris Avery's
A barn board bar with stools and
popular at the beginning of the room. Walking into this room in
hardwood game table with
semester that "we were going to Hetzel is like stepping back in time
Backgammon and cribbage board
start charging twenty-five cents two hundred _years.
appears as a ski lodge vacation
The American Flags, lantern
admission to see the room."
room rather than a place to study.
Mike LeDuc and Dennis shaped and old-fashioned brass
DuBois, sophomore residents of lamps, and light-up fireplace give
Williamson, started planning their the room its colonial style.
"We got the fireplace in Dover
room for this year last spring.
"We took a lot of ideas from back in the beginning of October.
others plus adding a few of our Chris got the fireplace tools for
Christmas from his mother,"
own," Dennis explained.
Walking into their ertdarkened Friedrich said.
"We wanted to get rid of the
cave of a room, one sees fishnets,
tapestries, and a set of curtains that institutional look. We wanted a
- place to live," said Friedrich.
hides their unmade beds.
"It's a very comfortable room,"
Homemade lofts, an old lumpy
couch, coffee table, and a wall comments Friedrich. "People have
system of shelves inhabit the room. come in, had a couple of beers,

Inventory Close-out ·

Wiswall House
ANTIQUES
Wiswall Road ·
· Durham, N.H.

6th Annual Mid-Winter

SALE
10%-50% Off

·.~

Durham Bike
Jenkins Ct.. Durham
Mon .-Thurs. Noon to 5
Fri and Sat. l0-2

Entire Barnful

Sale Dates: Wed., Feb. 24
thru. Sun., Feb. 28
10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL
Fuji GTSE Reg. $2X5 Special $249
Windsor AM3 Reg. S335 Special $259
Stop By An<l Te~t Ri<le Any Bik.:
Free Spec~ On Any Bike
Tune-up~ Rqi. S25 Now $18
(herhaul~ Reg . S61 Now $39

"We don't do much studying"in
here as such. It's not real conducive
to studying,'' said Friedrich.
"Every once in a while, people
from other floors come and give
tours of the room," added
Friedrich.
This room, as with all of the
others, serve as great models for
the rest of campus to follow.

Directions
Leave Durham towards Newmarket on Rte. 108. 1-1 / 10 mile.
Turn right on Bennett Road. Go to end. Turn right on Packers
Fails Road. Go I/ 10 mile . Turn left on Wiswall Road . "Dress
warm."

MU.gs
Now Available . ., .n, .. ...
in Room 108, MUB
Monday - Friday 10 - 2

ONLY $1.00
• ~---

fflR. UIH CONTEST
********************

saturdau. Fabruaru 27th

a:oo 1·.m.

new Hamashlra Hall

Relaxed /tallan Dining

L~uncheon Specials
1st Prize: ALL EXPENSE-PAID weekend
.
to Stowe, Vt.
2nd Prize: ·s55 gift certificate to a men's store
Jrd Prize: $40 dinner (& drinks) for two at
The Firehouse in Dover, ·NH
4th Prize: s25 gift certificate at M usicsmith
at the Newington Mall

$2.95
Baked Ziti
Sausage Parmigiano
Sauteed artichoke hearts
all with demi-salad.

Tickets:
In advance: .
Student: s2.00
Non-student: -s).00

Ar the tloor:
Student: s2.50
Non ...student: 53.50

Tickets will be sold Tucs.-Fri. 11-2
at the ba.lcony tab!cs in the MUB.

This is not Body Building!
For more info. and applicati~_ns, call,8~8-1398
(deadline February, 25)
- - -- Sponsored by the

u·.N.H. Ski Club:

.

~

Lunch
Mon.-Fri. 11:30-2:00 p.m.
Dinner
Mon.-Thurs. 4:00-8:00p.m .
Fri.& Sat 4:00-9:00p.m.
Sun. 4:00-8:00p.m.
Closed 2:00-4:00 daily

=-------

:T'AGE TWENTY ,.

GI .E ducational loans are discontinued
By Deirdre .Wilson
On Oct. I, 1981, The United
States Congress officially
discontinued funding the Veteran's
Administration (VA) with money
for GI Educational loans.
The loans were available to
veterans returning to college or
children of deceased or
permanently disabled veterans.
· The cancellation of these loans
did not directly affect applicants
until this semester because most
school years begin before Oct.. I.
Jerry Gessner, a Veterans
Services Officer with the VA office
in Manchester, said each year
about 2500 students attending
college or vocational schools in

E=f _ C
~•~

New Hampshire are potential loan
·
applicants.
"From our experience, about
1
. 20% of that number actually
apply," he said.
· Gessner said since 1974, the VA
has given out 327 loans among
20,000 potential recipients.
The UNH VA Educational
Benefits Office caters to about 600
students.
VA Coordinator Marion Blair
said not many UNH students were
directly affected by the GI loan
cancellation. She said the loans
were hard to get because financial
need was such a major determining
factor.
Blair said she could only think of

one person who had tried to get the UNH with about 12 months left of
loan for this semester.
free payments, and he plans to do
Most UNH veterans, or children some graduate work at Boston
of veterans receive funding from
University.
Social Security payments and
According to Jerry Gessner,
monthly military payments. Some there is a f>ost Delimiting Date
veterans, like Sandy Wingate, are
Loan that is still available to
going to UNH on funding from a veterans . Gessner said veterans
, military Entitlement Program. originally had ten years after
Wingat_e said he enlisted in 1972 separation from the service to
and thereby received four years of utilize GI benefits.
· free college education.
'"But conceivably, a veteran
''. The program has since changed could obtain a loan within two
to a $ I for every $2 payment. In years after those ten years,"
other words, the government pays
Gessner said.
one dollar for every two dollars a
This loan is called a Post
veteran pays toward school," Delimiting Date Loan. According
Wingate said. Wingate will . to Gessner, this loan is the only one
complete his college career at
left for veterans.

-p·ft ·

If you won't
read these
?signals

of cancer...

You probably have
the 8tli.
1, Change in bowel or
bladder habits.

I, Asore that does not
heal.
S, Unusual bleeding or
discharge.

4. Thickening or lump

in breast or elsewhere.

TEL 868-2280

ACY
ARE -.. ARM
DURHAM, N. H.
<:..:.JtNC. 51-53 MAIN ST.

8. Indigestion or difficulty in swallowing.
ObVious change in

8.

A Different Sale on Every Week!

wart

or mole.

7. Nagging cough or
hoarseness.

8. A fear of cancer that
can prevent you from

Cover

Girl SHAPEN

de~ cancer at an
early stage. A-stage
whep it is highly curable. Everyone's afraid
of r.ancer. bJt don't let
it scare yoo to death.

BLUSH

I
t AiDer1Cl&l1 Cancer Society

·....,, _

·: .. ,...

· Uppercut, Inc.
Durham Shopping Plaza

Reg. Price g2.25
NOW g1.:39

868-7363
Before we even touch your hair,
we '11 talk about how it should look.

Reg. Pi-ice g3_00
- NOW gJ.99

The
New
}Jampshire.
I

I

MUSO
.,..

Memorial Union Student Organization
is now accepting applications for next year in the following positions: ·

ARTS & LECTUR~S
PUBLI-CITY DIRECTOR
PRODUCTION_SECURITY

HOSPITALITY PERSON

DARKROOM DIRECTOR
OFFICE M·ANAGE-R

I PAID POSITIONS I
Applications and more Information
Available in ~Oom 148, MUB
Deadline: February 26th

i---··

--- -

I·.._---------------------~-~------- I
..,_ - ,-..,,,...,.,_._ ....
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CLASSIFIED
Apartnwnt~ fo, Rent

j-[. .
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My hand~ are really cold! I lost a pair of
gr~y suede gloves. If you have found
them-please turn them in to Lost & Found
at the MUB . There were a gift.2/23
Lost in Area II - 1 pair of glasses in a black
case. If found pleas contact John at 21663 or 868-9828.
FOUND - Textbook: The Republic of Plato
by Cornford. Found in Spaulding Bldg.
Can be picked up in Room 101, Spaulding.

live on the beach and commute-2
bedroom unfurnished apartment within
walking distance to the center of Long
Sands Beach in York Beach, Maine. No
pets. Lease required. $325/month
includes heat & all utilities. 1 /2 house
commute to Durham . R.M. Hayward
Agency 207-363-4141 . 4 / 9
Sublet 1 / 2 of a 2 bedroom apt. 4 miles
from UNH. Bus goes by. $140.50amonth
not including electric. Furnished looking
for a female. As soon as possible. Day
time call 742-4200 Ask for cindy. After
5 :00 p.m . call 742-6915 .3/2
USNH professional staff member . is
looking for a 3-5 bedroom furnished
house to rent beginning in August. Would
prefer (Mastway) Oyster River School
•District location and more -than a one year
lease. 868-5891 after 5 :00 868-1800
days. 3/2

'---A-ut_o_sf_o_rSa_ie_ __,J [

FOUND : Key, in Spaulding Bldg. Key #E43112 . Can be picked up in room 101,
Spaulding.

I_P_ersonals~f~
Stinky and the rest of the upper 7 . uh
10/ 11. You're the greatest. Love ya .

Mr. UNH contest!! The judges want to see
YOU!! Jhe prizes are great, the audience
awaits, enter the MR . UNH Contest! For
more info. on tickets or applications, call
868-1398. Tickets will be sold in advance,
Tuesday thru Friday at the MUB balcony
tables . Get psyched!! $2 students / $3
non-students . (This is not body building,
nor does this contest entail posing!).2 / 26

~]

For Sale: 1976 Ford Pinto Squire Wagon .
V6, 63,000 mi. Runs really well. New
tires. brakes. shocks, waterpump,
exhaust system. $800 firm . Tom 8685998,before 4 :00.3/2 .
240-2 Datsun, 6 cylinder. two seat 197~.
maroon, new paint, no rust . Call Mark,
659-3068 after 5 p.m ./ Best offer.

Congratulations to our new Phi 's! We are
so happy to have you with us . We hope
you're looking forward to an exciting
semester! Phi Mu spirit never dies!! Love
the sisters of Phi Mu .
'"Lady" you've changed my life around . It
started at a drunken '"Low-ow '" where
more people knew you than me . Happies
at Scorp's kept us strong as we wished on
the dimes we found (imagine what would
have happened if we found quarters
instead?). Our trips to the beach at
midnight (three nights in a row) were the
·talk of the town . How romantic, the
moonlight, crackers & cheese, a bottle of
wine, us, and a wind chill factor of 30
below O! It was sweet though. The
Ashworth was the climax even though
you forget the license plate# and I almost
forget how to spell my name. I'm sure the
newlyweds there will last forever, unless
they ever drive Doc ·s·car ag~in . That was
a blast - 3 hours of wreckless driving and a
$40 repair bill for ten minutes at a seven
year old 's Halloween party . There were
other moments like going to the hospital
in our PJ's, wearing cowboy hats at a
formal , raking leaves and then Jumping in
them with little kids we didn 't know. those
"tasty " uncooked brownies. th e "Agnes,
this Is Billy " syndrome . your tattoo and
our picture at Greek N1te, singing Sweet C
In the shower, all that and more
regardless of H & R Block! Cairy- 8 , I could
write forev er. but The New Hampshire Is
only so long . Just know that I am thinking
about you .

1954 Ford Customline 4-door. All
original Southern car -- super body, small
V-8, Fordomatic auto. trans. currently
registered; inspected . Must be seen; a
real head turner. I'm not looking for a
killing, I simply need cash . Call Darrel,
742f -7442 eves. Make me an offer, keep
trying .2/26

.,_. 111c_1or--=:n
___) ~
Olympus OM-10 Camera , Fl.8, manual
adaptor, T-20 Electronic Flash, Rokinon
80-200 200m lens. Tripod, case . Over
$600 invested, asking $350. 742-487a_,
Jeff. 2/26
FOR SALE Two Acoustic Research AR 2
ax th re-way speakers -$ 100 each . Also c1
Scott 45 -watt receiver - $ 100. Prices
Negotiable. Call Mark at 679-5307 or
leave mesage at WUNH 2/ 23
A fantastic typewriter . I got a new one for
my birthday. It's a ,Remington manual
pica . Reconditioned last year -- brand new
ribbon -- works great! Asking $70 but will
talk . If you 're serious , call Martha at 772 4443 / leave a message; I'll get back to
you .3 / 5
Cheapl! Own your own Mobile Home and
car. Only $1900 for both . 1957 8 x 42
Great Lakes Mobile Home-Set up in small
park 3 miles from UNH . 1974 Chevy Nova Runs well. Together 1900-Car 400Trailer 1500-Call 659 -2191 and leave a
mesage. 2/23

BLAAAUUUGH!!!!
TT . - Thanks for the call! Glad to hear
W_ashington is still surviving after your
wild weekend . Contrary to popular belief. I
do miss you . I'm going through Senior
Slump, if that 's possible. Love ya and take
care . Maybe for spring break .

For Sale: Cortley les Paul Electric Guit,;ir .
Not a toy or cheap copy . Good shape , great
sound and action . Hard shell case and
accessories . $175 . Tom 868 -5998 before
4 :00.2/26

5ervas and Rtpan

Pud. In Hud. Cud . That's all there is too it.
Fudd .
Deb Metcalf should not put such
comments in personals because she is so
cute, someone might write THAT
sometime .
WOODSMEN'S COMPETITION . Saturday
Feb. 27th from 8 a.m . till 5 p .m . at Boulder
Field. Behind the fieldhouse . We axe you
to join us, cut its going to b'e fun . Chop by
and see us saw . and spit and fell, and
hutch.2/26

GUTIAR LESSONS with patient, versatile
experienced guitarist , at my home in Lee:
Berklee grad. Individualized teaching
methods (no books). Jazz, Blues, Rock.
Brian 659-5886, keep trying. 2123

Lambda Chi Alpha - Here's to tree stumps
and Elmer Fudd, massages. cocktails.
J.P., and "Socials"! It was fun. Love.
Devine.
·

UNH Men's Varsity Hockey team Is now
mtev1ewmg for its manager position
Freshman and sophomores only please ·
All interested should come b S .
·
Arena Monday thru Friday _ Y ~~e 1Y
4 6
23
-----~--__;_~_;_::.!:P,;,.:·m.:.:.:..
. ::.:..::.::=.
CRUISES . RES ORTS , SAILING .
EXPEDITIONS! Needed : Sports
Instructors. office. counselors. Europe.
Cambean. Worldwide! Summer, Career.
Send $8.95 for APPLICATION.
OPENINGS, GUIDE to CRUISEWORLD
172 Box 60129. Sacramento. ca:

95860.3 2
New _
H ampshire Outing Club leadership
positions . Informative pre -election
d1scuss10~ of available positions by the
last . year s officers for an interested
applicants 6:00 Carroll Room. in the.MUS
Thursday, February 25.
· ·
·

Meet the UNH Alumni Association's
Student Ambassadors. find out what they
do and how you can become one at the
Student Ambassador Open House
Tuesday. February 23. 7 :30-9:00 p.m . at
the Elliott Alumni Center.
I saw you yesterday!!!!!
STEPH-bear. (and her dog Flash)
GORDON! ·Where are you? I mi~s you
when you go up North. BONANZ.
KevEn--Smile . .. Friends are like
strawberries in the shortcake of life.
Remember : I'll always be your
strawberry.
To that cute guy at Kappa Sigma, you have
made the last three years. the best years! I
love ya. -A.
Wendy - Is it something we said. or do we
JUSt attract the weird ones? -Your
roomIe .
Surprise! You've probably thought so and
now on scientific testimony you can be
sure of 1t--the sun is our most erotic
natural resource, with the power to
arouse the sex drive and step up
performance! Let's take an 11 -mile hike
on a sunny day sometime L.B .!!! ? There's
one condition--NO CREEPY MOUSIE!
Love ya.
Tex-- Well, buddy, at last your New
Hampshire . You do owe me a letter you
know. Anyway, I hope all is well in Texas
and give my love to Sue . Happy Birthday .
Your little bro. P.S. Smitty and Todd say hi!

, MOM? Well, it's not from Mr. R.B . or the
. gnm_y k1d ...but here's what you 've been
waiting for since November. Not that it's a
Joke or anything Walter! And I said, shiiii ...
Are you really 56 feet tall? Food? Did
anybody ever tell you that you have
impeccable taste? You ain't a beauty but
hey you·reall right . FOP! Howcomedow~
act so weird? Careful of that wastebasket
bea~er. Mr . Salty would never see you in
. there! Good luck with the scrawny Irish
body, dragonfly. Love. your daughter (I
missed the bus again Mom).
C-Flight - You 're the best cuz of your
FANTASTIC flight commander . (You're
the best anyway!)
·
K:Have a coke and a smile!Get psyched
for Thursday night.Love,L.
To the pledges of Delta. Zeta-Are you
ready for Bid 's Night?We hope so . Prepare
yourself for a really wild night!!!Weare so
glad to have you with us!Lots of love. the
sisters of D.Z.
Chris:Where have you been lately?!
haven't seen you in Scorp's or the library
in a long time .Give me a call some
time.You know where to reac.h me!!
To our Alpha Chi fox. Lizbeth, Happy
Birthday. you're such a sweetie!! From
the 3A Foxes and Dennis.
Debbie thanks . tt\e cake was delicious to
bad I didn 't get a piece . Have a nice day!
love Dennis .
To Bob and Dave of Randall 2nd : You guys
are HUNG. keep it up!! With deerest
urgings and longing , An enamoured
admirer .

Send me all your money and I'll think good
thoughts about you .

Ode to the two mice who inhabited our
apartment . So long, farewell.
Love ,
Sylvester. the mouser .

To all who helped me celebrate my halfbirthday, (You know who you are,
especially the chief instigator --that 's you ,
K1,v:il.;.. I can honestly say it was a
memorable experience and great fun . I've
never been _so embarrassed in my life.
. Thanks again . Love Claire .

Wanted : a man. preferably 21 years of age
or older. with a desire to start a serious
relationship , please not a Frat boy . or a
mama 's boy . I am availible . Interested
parti es please leave me a line via this
column . I await your answer .

WANT TO DANCE and sip on frozen Pina
Coladas . Sound Good? Come to th e Area I
'TROPICAL DANCE" in Stillings on
Saturday, Fe b. 27, from 8 :00 to 12:00.
50¢ admission .2 / 26 .
M e iosis Queen : Congratulation s on your
new pos1t1on1 Let's get tog eth er to
ce le brat e. Th e sooner. th e bett e r .. .
Remember : "Tim e fli es like an arrow, fruit
fJ1 es like a bananna ." How's Jim. our love
from Oceanography? Say " hello " to Perry
Love. Betty C. and a DNA strand .
J(m Singer is a cute little boy who sits in
his n~at little office and plays with his
new little toy all night long while the rest
of us put out a paper.
Ro~in Peters. I owe you my life .. .or at least
an ice_ cream!! Thanks for helping out.An editor who grumps.
Buy personals in The New Hampshire.
Just $1 in Room 108, MUB . Ask for Jim.

Bruce. wh ere were you las, Friday 7 The
candl es w ere lit, th e Riunite chilied . my
desires awakened. I'd say if you want to
furth er this relationship. vou better shape
up. Love. Lolita . P.S.I even got the satin
sh eet s pr essed for the occasion . (YOU
LOSE . LOSER!!! I don 't take cold showers
alon e ... ).
· Yo Adrienne ... there ain't gonna be no
rematch .. .
Love is in the air .. ..Work for The New
Hampshire.
C.J .A. , THE vice chairman. Believe it or
not, I am still excited and 'enthusiastic.
Happy ILYE day. (It may just be your
imagination, but I love that too .)'
What makes Ed so cute, the girls ask on a.
regular basis . Could it be his religious·
teaching. God only knows.

WOMEN'S SWIM TEAM: Congratulations
on a ballsy season. Good luck at New
Englands. Go nuts. gonads, go TNE. -MST
and CE
Seniors(especially Sully and Deb): 89
days to graduation, yee ha!!!!!
Apartment for rent-Available.· immed . .
Crescent House-walking distance to
campus . $137 / month, hot water
included. Call 868- 7082 .
HAPPY ENGINEERING WEEK Scott
Greene and Steve MacQuarrie . .
Congratulations on designing the better
alarm clock.

ROY LENARDSON I might thank you for
helping me find an apartment. Signed the
Big L - the best looking persQn you know!
TRIP · TO MONTREAL!tl ONLY
$45;includes hotel & travel accommodations .. .Feb. 26,27,28 ...sign up NOW...
upstairs Huddleston, Dean of Students
Office.
Hey all you rats ... beat Dartmouth, will ya?
Love, Wallace.
-I'm sorry Wallace, but we're going to beat
BU on Thur.sday too. Love Russell.
It just goes ·to show you ... it's always
something. Whether you break ze bones
or not, I'll still be your muffin. Who said
that? (I think it might have been Poly or
Pone).
Cheryl, You are the best little sister
anyone could ever have, but next time
don't say "Hit me"! Love Lisa.
· • SJ:'E-Delta Zeta, congrats. on your first
. win, keep up the good work.
TRIP TO MONTREAL!!! ONLY
$45;includes hotel & travel accommodations . . . Fe _b . 26,27,28 . .. sign up
NOW... upstaIrs Huddleston, Dean of
Students Office.
O .K. Ed and Ken- -you asked for a
pe~sonal_--well here it is, but why am I
doing this? So you won first and second
places in the Regional
Backgammon
Tour,:,ey,respectively. Big dealll--Sure it
is--Great job!--When do WE celebrate??
To the UNH C611ege Bowl team ...well ,
maybe next year!!
Skee-Skee ... Hi! Nist wanted you to know
that I'm thinking ebout you egen. P-nut.

within . - Gentle Giant .
Y_o_u_G_ia_n_t..:y~o_u_!_!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Pee -bee!!!!
---------------T_h_a_t_w_a_s_s_tu..:.p_id_!!_!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Let's go wait in line . I love you. and please
remember the mashed potatoes Teehee

Docky- I love you. and you, knock nat of a
knick name See you at the ballgame. and
· try not to sweat too easily
Dear Timmy-How's your headache' You
can pay me back tomorrow
·
·
The gals of Devine 8th - Wha_t a quiet
weekend. Thanks for the exclusive rights to Devine 8th. Hopefully this is a vision of
next year!?! Merry Christmas - a little late!
Way to clash on Thursday night, lthtnk we
did the best job. Get psyched for this
Thursday night . Our f_irst stop may not be
our last!!! Drink, Devine 8th. Drink. Let's
go to Mai Kai sometime. I miss it . Sylvia,
glad to know you ·ve picked out your
diamond. Now for the guy. Ca.n we ever
get that record? I really do love rock and
roll. Ha\le a great week and be pre'pared
for Thursday . love ya Gertie

Be a reporter for The New Hampshire.
Stop by Rm. 151 jn the MUB. Ask Jor
. Darryl. and bring him . a nice picture of
snow. You'll .nave a -friendfor hfe. ·
·
.. --.- - -_ _.. __ ... ;;,. ·~_· .... .,; ··--·- .. ~.
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Happy Birthday J . Dixon Wood, you
alcoholic . I thought you'd like this more ·
than money. Have a good day. Love, Carol.
Nice personals . Where'd you get them?
I still don't know if it's Jenn or Jen but I'd
vote for her for Senator of Massachusetts.
Snoopy- I needed to talk that time last
week, and a pal and a half you were .
Thanks for the "marshmallows" and the
little ~1fts from Susie. I'm ready for the
next time . Luv, Tiddles .

PERSONALS
•
m
The New Hampshire!

Wanted: a friend or a lover - inquire

-I
111 JI
~=====-=--::..~--,:_-,:,:_-,:~-~~......a:--•
H·elp Wante.._"4

MaryKate, It's your day! Swill some beers
and get baked . Your fellow partiers .

Bandidos - Thanks so much for the best
birthday I've, had all year! You guys are
really special. I luff you - MJ.

Run for student trustee.- This position is
decided through a full campus election to
be held on March 9th and 10th. Runoffs, if
necessary, will be held on March 23 and
24. You must be at least a second
semester sophomore.

Oh. Eddy- Hiiiiiiiiiii!!!!!

I~

KEY NOTES - PERSONAL REMINDERS.
Forgot your mother's birthday ... your
anniversary.. that special event that
makes you feel like a heel? Call upon us.
We'll remind you to remember . Call 7425378. reasonable rates.3 / 2
CAR REPAIRS Done by qualified UNH
student at reasonable prices . Tune ups.
and all other types of repairs. equipment
includes timing light. fach-dwell. and
volt -ohm nieters. vacumegagos. Call
John 868-5937.3 / 2
,------------- ·
·-

To Karl Hicks of the Basketball team
want you. What do you say?
'

Happy Birthday Virginia! Have fun! Love.
Julie.

Co. Co- Th e crazy one : I was typically
p·eterbed at the antics of the immature
politicians Sun . but I say, you did a damn
good job control!ing them .

Rossignol Stratix Skills. 170 cm with Look
GT bindings. Good ·condition . $80 or 8 .0 .
Call Dave 15 862-3003.2/23

I

The Sisters of PHI MU would like to thank
the _b rothers of ACACIA for the super time
during Winter Carnival. Your enthusiasm
hard work. thumper games and party
spirit will long be remembered--you made
it a week we'll never forget!

Just $1 .in RooID 108, MUB
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tcon,. r;~;-p. 24) -~· SWIMMERS - - - CampbeUand Dave Houghton to
shutout the Wildcats in that event.
Steve Warren ruined all chances
for an early H uskic win. however.
as the UN H sophomore picked up
three needed points and his best
time of the season. With that
second place cffoi·t. Warren
brough UN H to withi n six points
of Northeastern with a single event
· to go.
Wildcats Colbert, Growney.
Hamilton. and Schuler bested the
Huskies by eight '.'-.econds in the
closing 400 free relay to gi\e UN H
the meet 's final '.'-.e\·en _point'.'-. and

( cont. from p. 24)

r-

the 57-56 win.
"In my previous 10 years of
college coaching. I have never
known any other team having so
many of its meets coming down to
the last relay." noted Markos.
"Winning four of those five meets
has made this season more
interestinµ than we'd expected ."
The 5-5 Wildcats close out the
regular season tomorrow when
they host New England
powerhouse Boston U ni,crsity.
That contest is set for 4 p .m . at
U I\ H \ Swasey Pool.

HOCKEY

psyched. But that goal really hurt." kept the puck in the l! I\ H ;one
By the end of the second period. m<'l'.'-.t of the tim~ . The Wildcat
Barbara Luth er knew ' the
Pannabecker-Hutchinson-Sara
defcn'.'-.c dug in and pn.'\ented any
McKay line pretty well. The trio
potent shots.
U I\ H '.'-.lammed the door with a
pestered Luthe r. forcing her to
make save after '.'-.a\e. The Wildcat minute to ' play . A PannabeckcrH utchin'.'-.on combo l!a\ e the PC
defense plaved well. keeping the
~
.1.
defense and l.uthcr more
than they
Providence 'testing' shot'.'-. to a co uld handle . That left I.aura
minimum.
Brown a'.'-. the trailer. and '.'-.he
"They (UN H defense) · were
scored <in a rebound to make it J-1.
great." said Ka11naier. "They Ul\H.
Ed Landry pushed to ~rst place in the 200
frees~_yle Saturday
.
photo)
P ia .1."Cd very well."
McCurdy said he had been '
Providence recogni1.ed good
defense when the y saw it.
thinking about the game since his
team lo'.'-.t to the Friars in
. _ "They ha\'C good defcnsemen.'
December. "We'\e had it in mind .
said Duffv. the '.'-.cnior captain of
We wanted another '.'-.hot. l\ow \\C
<~ont. from p. 24)
the_ 1-riars."l:hcx start w_ith good
kno\\ \\hat we ha\c to do to win ."
With time running out, Moss double-pumped ·a twenty footer
defense. and work up 1cc I rom --.
got the ball on the right side of the from the left side. But it fell short.
there."
· . PrO\ 1dcncc ;Ai.I'.'-. not_ ,<)\crly
.. They played an outstanding
!ane, faked left and put up a
~.
1mprc'.'-.'.'-.Cd with their own
Jumper over two JJNH defenders. basketball game, the only
"They (Ul\H) play1,;d a lot better
performance. "We can play
"We tried to penetrate their zorie, difference was we started getting
than us dcfcnsiwly." said PC
better." said Marchetti . "We're
but they gave us nothing. I tried to second shots," said NU coach
coach John Marchetti. "They
going to ha,c to . l! I\ H played well.
draw the foul but I got off cleanly," James Calhoun. ..Their guards
know how to play when thcy·r~
and whrn they play well. we han:
said NU's Moss. As luck would played well and tonight they
ahead."
to play exceptionally \\ell to win ."
played as well as any team in the·
have it, the shot was good.
The third period continued in
"We didn't nlay badly." insisted
Jack Burns called a timeout but league."
the same fashion. I.aura Brown's
Dully. "We d1dn't get much luck .
If the 'Cats had beated NU, they
not before four seconds had ticked
'.'-.lapshot hit the po'.'-.t. and Cindy
We got a little lax on
off the clock. After the timeout, would've been in the playoffs
McKay rifled two bullcb that backchcckrng. and \\c weren't
UNH inbounded the ball 'from because of NU's rank, The
tested Luther. Terry Strack. who
picking up their wings along · the
under NU 's hoop to McClain who Wildcats will be in action in a
played outstanding d1:fcn'.'-.i\cly as
boi'ird'.'-. . That\ somcthinl!. \\cdid at
well as offcnsc\·{.'ly. broke up a
UI\H."
~
three-on-one. and freshman
dcfcnscman Lauren Apollo abo
The \\1i1 brings l!I\H\ record to·
came on strong in the third period .
I 5-1-1. and drops the I.ad,· Friars
The Friars had a gold-en
to IX-2. l.11\H has- 0111,··
opportunity to tic the game when
l\orthea'.'-.·tcrn (Tuesday. 7 p.m . ) .it
(cont from P· 23 )
Apollo was pcnali1cd ( minute and
h omc bdo re the fl la ,ot'I\ . UMass•s Robin Lowe took top
considerable dancing talent,
a half) for trippin11 with fi,c
score with her 9.35. Wildcat Lucia
Goodspeed said Fahey is starting
11\.H 1111d PC arc c,cn on the
:
:
l
.
. .
.
.
.
.
Cancelmo (9.3) was right behind
to reach her potential in the event.
~~im~tcs 1: 1~ Ill thc_gam\ _W,_th_ ti~~ y_c.4 1r: .. S_t:•~· tunc d lor a po'.'-.'.'-.lblc- Lowe who is one of the tops in the
The Tat~ will be needing the depth
cto\\-d bdiind them. I to\ldcncc
tu.:hic.ikct.
- country on the floor.
Fahey will add in the event down
1
10

with a 151.8 time. (Henri Barber

----HOOPST ERS----

\

!

~

~

must-win situation against Colgate
Saturday.
The Wildcats still have a shot at
the playoffs but they need both a
win against Colgate and some help
from other teams.
.. We all have faith in out team,"
said senior guard A.J, DeFusco.
"We just have to get over the edge.
We can play with anyone. I think
.things are starting to mesh and it's
just a question of finishing it off"

-----GYMNASTS .--■--!11111----

r
1

'-- --- - - WRESTCERS -- ----.. .C!.!~ l~~Jsp~::o;:,n,~et':~ . lbT)it;~ ti1 -Around -title
(cont. from p. 23)

.

greatly this season and recently
earned a pin against Maine, feels
his goals are similar.
"I'm working out a little extra
but I'm just going to wrestle the
best I can and we'll see. That
psyche I'll get when I· walk out on
the mat will help out a lot," said
Webb.

Whatever the goals may be, it's
going to take an all out effort for
the Wildcats. "You can throw all
the seasonal records out the
win9ow," Coach Urquhart said,
"because it's going to come down
to who wants it most after two
days--that'll be your winner."

DRAW

ROOM

IS
COMING!
NOW SOlJND EXPRESS
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TOP 40 HITS
MU B PUB at 8:00 p.n1.
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Was -

grabbed by Carlin as she edged
teammate Cancelmo by 35.7 35.45 final total.
The competition provided more

~'J:i~~!~c~

'

Follow UNH

Sports in The

I

.

i~h!Yg'f,]is~~;;,:d·u~~~i ------.

pressur~ ~odes well fo~ the tough
compet1t1on they will see at
regionals in March, said
Goodspeed.

_New Hampshire

You have something to
share with the people of the
rural South and Appalachia
- yourself. Find out how
you can help, as a Catholic
Brother, Sister, or Priest.
Your request will be treated
confidentially.
■ I'd like information about
opportunities with the
Glenmary Missioners and
the free poster.
■ I'd like a free copy of the
poster only.

Glenmary Missioners
Room # 6 0
Box 46404
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246

I
I
I

i
'
... ---·--

l ' :\H ID proof of age required .

..impressive" routine _and received
an 8.35 score. The semor has begun
to be at home with her tumbling
a n d co m b i n e d wit h her

than just another mark in the ••w"
column for the Lady Tats. Coach
G oodspeed notes that a . victory
over Ion~ time national power
UMass will serve to widen UNH's

WOMEN: Glenmary Sisters, Box 39188, Cincinnati 45239

Wom en ·har rier s top UMass., 60- 39
By Jim Kinney
The UN H women's track team
finished its indoor regular season
with a winning record of 8-7 by
soundly defeating U Mass 60 to 39
this past Saturday. Multiple event
runners Nancy Scardina (in the
middle distances) and Michelle
Cochrane (in the sprints) paced a
series of fine performanc es over an
understaffed U Mass squad .
The _strength of the U; Mass
team was in the form of one athlete
senio1: Micki Callahan. She singlehandedly stored 19 of their points
by winning the 55 meter hurdles
(ticing her shared Paul Sweet Oval
record of 8.7 seconds) and the long
jump while placing second in the
shot put, high jl)mp and 55 meter
dash.
"Micki (Callahan) is used to-that
much work, because she is a
pentathlete. In fact she'll · .be
competin g Sunday in a
competition at UConn,"cx plaincd
U Mass head coach Kalekeni
Banda on Saturday. "We expect
our athletes to at least triple when
we have a lot of injuries and such."
After watching U Mass runner
Judy McCronc have · trouble
picking herself up for the 3000
meter run after a sub-par mile run.
• one has to wonder about his
strategy. Yet the Minutemen \ best
freshman runner (a half-miler) and
senior Trish Moores, the New
England Cross.:.coun try champ
this year, didn't come so the rest of
the s4uad was forced to
compensate .
"1:his was McCrone's first week
back on the track since Christmas
when she fell on the ice and hurt
her back, so she needed to sec what
she could do before the New
England's next week," related
UMass Assistant Coach Julie
l.aFreniere. "Moore will be there

next week probably running away
with the race (3000 meters) if
(Nancy of UNH) Scardina doesn't
run it."
Scardina will probably pass on
the 3000 meters, opting instead to
help the team garner points in the
1500 and 800 meter runs and mile
relay. UN H will let Kathy Brandel!
and Karen Dunn go against
Moore, though their times to date
arc not competitive with the
U Mass distance runner.
Dunn finished second to
Scardina in the mile Saturday and
would have won the 3000 meters,
but UN H Coach Nan·cy Krueger
did not let Dunn and Mary ~lien
Rose, who would have finished
second, run officially, thereby
preventing running up the score of
the meet.
Other than Micki Callahan,
UN H just plain outran U Mass the .
rest of the day. In the 300 meters.
M ichclle Cochrane and Suzanne
Horton sandwiche d UMass
freshman Leah Loftis, with
Cochrane breaking Horton's
school record by running a 42.7.
In the 400 meters, Anne Marie
( Missy) Collins ran a track record
to defeat Loftis. Collins must be
s~urrcd on by gun shot as she got a
quicker sta.rt than Loftis, and put
her away for good after the gun
shot to signify one lap remaining
went off.
Collins' quick start in the 4x 176
relay almost put her out of the legal
relay zone when receiving the
baton for the anchor leg. No such
trouble was encountered in the
4x440 yard relay as she closed out
the meet with a strong quarter.
Collins will be a force that will
have to be reckoned with by the
other teams this Sunday (the 28th)
in the New Englands as she had
already qualified for the Easterns
in the 400 meters.

Callihan\ pressure brought out
some of the best performanc cd in
other New Hampshire athletes as
well. Junior Sue Kallad tied her
own UNH record of 8.8 seconds
while finishing second in the 55
meter hurdles.
Callihan got beat in a record
performanc e in the 55 meters by
UN H's Michelle Cochrane. "She
stands there and compliment s me
on my fast starts ,before the race,
then beats me out of the blocks
(which proved to be the only
difference in a tight race)," said
Callihan after the race .
Millie Pelletier and Marcia
Brown sandwiched Callihan in the
high jump, but she beat both
Maggie Duffy and Denise
Houseman in the long jump.
Earlier in the field events
Houseman had edged Callihan in
the shot put..
Pcrfqrma nces by Sally
Anderson of U Mass pushed U I'\ H
lo fine times in both relay events.
Anderson also finished second
between Scaroi·na and Kaki
Siebert in the 800 meter run. The
times qualified all three for the
New England Champions hips,
despite a very slow track.
UN H now looks to the New
England's this Sunday at Boston
University. A top five team finish is
expected, though Kruegor claims
UN H could place as high as
second . To get that. the wildcats
will need strong races from the
middle of the pack besides the
front runners.
People such as Freshmen l.icse
Schaff and Cindy Stearns will have
to score in the middle distance
events. They gave indications of
doing so Saturday when they ran
stride for stride in the l000 meter
event and missed qualifying for the
Eastcrns by less then three tenths .
of a set:ond .

Freshman Aaron Lessing crossed the finish line in the 1000 yard run
just .3 seconds awa_y from the qualifying N.E. time in Saturday's meet.

' .~ 'j

Trac k1ne n ro1n p

Wrestlers gra pple own goa ls·, N.E.'s
By Peter Clark
With just four days remaining
before the New England
Champion ships, the UNH
wrestling team is not only pushing
themselves physically but also
reassessin g their goals in
preparation for the regional
competitio n this Saturday at
Boston University.
.. We set out goals in the
beginning of the season and wrote
them down. I took those goals and
showed the kids them to make sure
they were still working for the
same thing,"·· said Coach Jim
Urquhart. "Whether we win or not
remains to be seen but we have a
heck of a chance of doing it."
The Wildcats ended their
re ular season on a winnin note

against Maine Saturday night as
they demolished the Black Bears
46-3. The squad took all but one
weight class in the confrontati on
and introduced to the hometown
fans for the first time a full line-up.
"It's a good type of match to end
the season with. It was a big
motivationa l factor that should
carry us to the New Englands,"
said Urquhart.
Finishing up with a. 7-6 record
and a ninth place New England
ranking, the Wildcats are hopeful
of a big weekend and their
workout Monday afternoon
typified that.
"I think right now everyone has
in their head what they have to do
in and out of the wrestling room,"
said Co-ca tain Barry Choo!" ian.

Doug Un2er was on~ of many victorious Wildcats
Barber -photo)

- "The only way I'm going to lose
is if someone brings a bat out on
the mat," said senior Kurt Mas\ey.
Some of the squad members
have goals of winning the New
Englands and possibly placing in
the Nationals, but others like
sophomore Greg Ludes and
freshmen Jeff Webb and Frank
Whittmore are concerned with
giving their best individual

performance this season.

"It was a tough year for me, kind
of a learning experience so I want
. to go out there and just do what I
can," said Whittmore.
"I'd just like to get the team
going emotionally and for myself
to look respectable, " said Ludes.
Webb, who has improved
WR STLE ·

Saturday as UNH romped Maine, 46-3. (Henri

The UN H men's track team took 10 first places in their meet ~his
past weekend with Holy Cross, Assl:lmption , Central c_::onnect1cut
and the Unviersity of Lowell. The Wild_cats ran aw~y with the meet
scoring 112 points to 121 points com1?med for their opp_onents,
The 'Cats swept the first four places m the 35 pound weight throw
and grabbed the top three in the 60 yard hurdles. UNH also had
strong showings in the Pole Vault, 440 yard dash and the 660 yard
. dash as the team secured first and second place finishes. UNH also
managed wins in the mile, 1000 yard run, the 4 x 440 and 4 x 880.

Swi1n 1nan ager need ed .
The UN H men's swim team is. now interviewing for its manager
position. Computer skills helpful but no experience is necessary.
Interest in swimming helpful as well. Please contact head coach
Frank Heli~s. (862-1834) if interested.

Gym nast s put best foot
forw ard , edg e UMass

By Nancy Wogan
' Confidence was the work to
describe UNH women gymnasts
Saturday afternoon at the
University of Massachuse tts. They
took a surprisingly tight meet over
the revived Minutemen squad by a
l 140.9 - 139.8 score.
When the 'Cats saw UMass in
Maryland in January, the
Minutemen gave no indication
they would pose a threat.
However, it was a considerabl y
tougher Massachuse tts unit that
pushed the UN H girls to find the
, win.
The better vaulting was on the
UNH side by a 35.9 - 35.25 total.
The Wildcats also claimed high
score in the event with Lucia
Cancel mo 's 9 . I .
UNH Coach Gail Goo'dspeed
cited the Wildcats with "solid all
around vaulting," by the entire
UN H representati on. Kim Sonier
of Dover, New Hampshire had a
particularly fine showing. Coach
Goodspeed noted Sonier's vault as
"her best ever." He'r_ 9.0 score
showed the judge's agreement.
Jayn Dean performed what
Coach Goodspeed considered the
best vault of the meet. Dean, a
UN H sophomore from Westport,
Connecticu t, does a "half on and
half off." However, the trick has a
higher difficulty than most of the

others done at this level of
competition , and Goodspeed said
the judges are reluctant to give her
the score she deserves. Still, Dean's
8.9 was a valuable contributio n to
the event total.
-, UNH took the bars by 34.55 33.45 score as Diane Carlin
grabbed the top score with a 9.05.
Senior Wildcat Josei Lemmi also
hit solidly for a 8.9 score and
second in the event.
With a slim lead going into the
balance beam routines, the
pressure was on the Wildcats .
Beam has not been a strong point
through out their season and the
girls knew UMass's reputation of
excellence in the event. But, on the
four inch beam where nerves can
most easily show, the UNH women
"showed they wanted it"accordin g
to Goodspeed, and pulled out the
event by a 34.9 - 34.8 final.
Credit for the beam victory went ·
to Cancelmo (8.9), Laura
Cavanaugh (8.8), Dean (8.6), and
Carlin (8.6). All four hit well and
stayed on from beginning to end.
"When they needed to put it
together, they did," was how
Goodspeed summed up the

Wildcat's effort.

Floor excersises brought UNH
their only loss as the Minutemen
recorded a 36.3 - 35.55 win.
GYMNAST S, p. 22
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Icewomen- KO Lady Friars

rematch, 3-1

By Kent Cherrington
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Qefensernen Laura Brown (10) and Lauren Apollo
_can get a shofoff: (Tim Lorette photo)
..

(2) ·converge on the puck ·before PC's· Jackie Gladu

Beaulieu sparks team

.D
. 1•ver saves swi•mmen, 57. 56
-

By Sue Valenza

and Stc\'c Warren went first and
One hundred and eighty plus . third in the 200 IM with respective
points from freshman Al Beaulieu times of 2:08.4 and 2:09.8. to bring
in the one-meter diving event the Wildcats within eight points of
sparked the UN H men's swim the lead.
team to a 57-56 win over
Enter Beaulieu\ first win of the
Northeastern Saturday. Beaulieu season. a two-three combination
edged the Huskies' Tim Smith for from Colbert and Hamilton in the
the win. his 183.80 point totals 100 free, and a needed \'ictory in
some twenty points higher than the 200 back from Jeff Growney
any previous season effort.
anti the Wildcats were back in
"Al's diving turned the meet bLL-;illl''-'around for us." said Wildcat Head
coach Frank · Hclics ... After the
tjrst five events. we were behind 2518. Al's win brought us to within ·
three points of Northeastern and
lit the whole team."
UNH turned a 29-26 Northeast-.,
crn lead into a 40-39 Wildcat lead
By Peter Clark
just two c,cnts later. Junior John
As UN H men's basket ball coach
·Colbert and sophomore Tim
Gerry Friel described it, "it's that
Hamilton notched second and
age-old inability for us to get a
third places in the 100 free and
little luck that continues to haunt
senior co-captain -Jeff Growney
us."
swam to a come-from-behind
That statement came after the
victory in the 200 back .
Wildcats (9-16, 2-8 ECAC North)
"After the first four e\'cnts. I
fell victum to yet · another last
thought we were going to t·oll O\'er
second loss this time against
and pla y dead." noted . U I\ H
Northeastern University Saturday
assistant coach Peter Markos .
night at Boston Arena.
"When we lost the opening medley
With ten seconds remaining,
relay. we thought we'd lost the
NU 's scoring sensation Perry Moss
meet."
nailed a baseline jumper to give the
The , ·isiting H uskics opened
Huskies a 72-71 lead. That lead
Saturday\ meet with a _judge's
held up for the remaining six
decision going their way in the 400
seconds as Al McClain's last
medley relay. Bob Schuler ga\'c
second shot fell short and the
l\orthcastcrn\ Kc, in Tricarico a
streak of bad luck continued.
run for his money in the anchor le):!.
"It's frustrating," said junior
of that event and although the
UN H guard Robin Dixon. "It's
Wildcat freshman edged Tricarico
almost like it's destined to happen
i n pc rs o. n a I pc r form a n cc.
to us. It's inevitable."
conl'licting judges' decisions ruled
· "I feel a great sense of
Northeastern the winner b\' onedisappointment for the kids," said
tenth of a second.
·
Friel. "I'm not making excuses but
Northeastern extended that 7-0
we never seem to get that key
lead to 15-1 on one-two showings
break."
from Robbie Gallant ( 10:45.0) a11d
In the first half, the Wildcats
Oa\'c Houghton ( 10:57.0) in the
kept pace with the number one
1000 free. Senior co-captain Doug
ranked Huskies (ECAC North). It
Sampson took third in that c,cnt.
was even with ten minutes left in
.. , just ga\'c up." explained a
the first half but NU started to run,
disappointed Sampson.
went up by three and forced Frie.I
Junior Ed Landry brought rn:w
to call time out.
life to the 'Cats when he collected
Friel's advice came at the right
an easy win in the 200 free. _Wildcat
time as the Cats evened the score
sprint duo Colbert and Hamilton
and then went ahead with 8: 17 left.
combined for a one-three in the 50
But some clutch outside
free. and sophomor.c s Al Stuart
shootin,g Jn Moss and Eric

Landry cruised to his second
indi\'idual win of the dav. this one
on a 5:05.8 effort in the 500 free.
Northeastern a\'cngcd earlier
losses on the one-meter and erased
the Wildcats' first lead of the day
with a one-two finish in the threemeter di\'ing c,cnt.
Needing a one-two finish in the
200 brcastrokc for a meet , ·ictorv.
Northeastern looked to Craig

Buzzer shot falls short

SWIMMERS, p. 22

Both teams were nervous. They
both had reason to be. The last
time they met. PC beat UN Hand
broke their 74 game career
unbeaten streak. But when it was
time to forget about the·
nervousness and win a hockey
game. it was the New Hampshire
Wildcats. not tht; Providence Lady
Friars who did it. 3-1 Sunday night
· in Providence.
"I was \'cry nervous." said
winning goaltender Kathy
Ka1inaicr. "It was my first 'real'
garnc ."
"We were jittery in the locker
room before ·the game." said PC
captain Sue Duffy . "It caused us to
be a little stjff in their zone. We
were a little insecure."
.
UNH coach Russ McCurdy
agreed the ner\'ousncss didn't help
their performance. "It was not the
most artistic win. Both teams were
nervous in the first period. We
were more ncrvoos. That\ from
not being at home."
If they were tense. it didn't take
the 'Cits long to get rid of the
butterflies.Sophomore defenseman Terry Strack .picked up the
puck in her own end and skated all
the way to the PC face-off
circle.She slid a pretty cross-ice
pass . to the streaking Cheryl
Calder.who flipped a backhander

past Providc·nce goalie Barbara
: Luther into the far side to put
UN H on the board first.
By this time. both teams had
decided using body contact would
be a good way to win. The referees
didll''t agree. calling three penalties
in the first l'i\'c minutes (and only
one more the rest of the game). At
one point. the 'Cats were two
skaters short for twenty-two
seconds. and one short foi· two
minutes and twcl\'C seconds.
The Lady Friars had se\'eral
.
chances in the first period. as PC's

leading scorers Jackie ·Gladu and
Cindy 'Curley both had
opportunities. But when Cindy
· McKay or Tcrrv Strack wasn't
making a fine defensive play for
UNH. i't was -Karn1aicr wh()Was
keeping PC scoreless .
The Friars' Luther was strong in
goal also. When Marcy
P~111nabcckcr. Lorie Hutchinson
and Sara McKay applied hc:ny
pressure. Luther frustrated the
'Cats by keeping the puck out of
the net.
Jackie Gladu showed why she·
was PCs Female Athlete of the
_Year toward the end of the period.
when she wca\'ed thr~rngh the
Wildcats before her scoring bid
went wide.
The first four minutes of the
sccon_d period was up-and-down
the ice actions. with both teams
getting good shots and good sa\'Cs .
PC center Sue Passandcr picked
up a loose puck behind the Wildcat
net. and catching UN H sleeping.
slipped a pass to Gladu. The
sophomore wing was uncovered.
manucvcrcd around Kazmaicr and
nipped into the top corner. Score
tied, 1-1 . New hockey game.
Not for long. Just as the 500 fans
( many of them UN H fans) thought
this was the PC turnaround, the
big guns from New Hampshire
silenced them. .Junior Laura
Brown's hard work on the hoards
ga\'c Pannabeckcr the puck six feet
from the PC net. U nsclfishly she
slid as nice a pass as you'll sec to
the unco,crcd Hutchinson, who
backhandlcd it under Luther. The
goal came just 44 seconds
following the PC go'a l.
.. When our line went out. I knew
we had to get it back." said
Hutchinson ... , really wanted a
goal."
"That goal just killed us." said
Duffy. "After we trcd it. we were
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'Key break' eludes .hoopsters, 72-71
Jefferson brought NU back and
the half ended with a 36-34 Husky
lead.
"We couldn't get the fast break
going, said UNH sophomore Al
McClain. "We'll have to work on
that because it's a big part of our
game."
Shooting 66 percent from the
floor in the first half, the Wildcat
five came out strong in the second
half. McClain (25 points) and
Dixon (20 points) continued to
bomb from outside, and some
strong inside moves by forward
Bob Neely put UN H up by frve
with 8:50 to go.
"I wasn't taking it to them in the
first half so I went to it after
halftime. I knew we were hitting so
I wanted to penetrate and dish
off," said Neely .
· The Wildcats led by as much as
six, but Moss responded at 7:41
with two quick buckets. McClain
complimented Moss' performance
but senior Dave Leitao tied the
score with SIX minutes lelt.
u NH had chances to go ahead
after that with two minutes left but
the team continued to struggle
from the foul line (60 percent).
McClain managed to sink one in
a bonus situation when he was
fouled by Skeeter Bryant giving
the 'Cats a 71-70 lead.
After an NU timeout, the
Huskies inbounded the ball with
1:08 left and attacked the UNH
zone.
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Al Mcuam dashes otf this one as an aggressive Huskie defense closes
in. (Tim Skeer photo)

